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Enhance your Bunkai:
Scenario Thinking
Bunkai is a critical part of traditional kata training. In kata, a person learns a series of techniques
strung together to form fighting concepts. Some kata contain many techniques, 30-40, some contain far
less. But these techniques are merely a physical exercise if we don't come to understand what they
represent. Bunkai brings us to a higher level of understanding by prompting us to analyze motion,
body position, attack, defense, and much more.
Unfortunately, it's extremely easy to get stuck in "base-level" bunkai. By that I mean, an explanation of
technique that only represents the most obvious possible interpretation. For example, you may hear
someone (or yourself) walking through bunkai saying "now my opponent punches to my face, so I
block up. I step in and punch. kiai. Then I turn left and a new opponent kicks at me. I block
down...step in...punch...kiai."
This type of analysis is useful for beginning students (and please remember - a black belt represents
those who are ready to begin), but there is so much more to be gleaned from kata. There are many
bunkai concepts I would like to explore - but here is one that I think might be able to help you right
away. After you have learned a kata and the base-level bunkai, try scenario thinking. Put yourself in
situations and scenarios where the techniques of this kata can be applied. Furthermore, imagine your
opponent as more than an amorphous blob. Provide him with real, visceral characteristics.
Go through your bunkai once and imagine your opponent as an enraged, knife wielding attacker. Also
imagine that your family is close by. If you don't eliminate the threat, all of your lives are in mortal
danger.
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Now go through that same bunkai, but this time imagine you are confronted by an angry dad at a
soccer game who starts putting his hands on you.
Your technique should be different...right?
Let's take it a step further. Here are three main ways that you can break down your bunkai to really
explore what's happening:

Historical Bunkai
This one is for those who practice martial arts with deep lineages. In order to completely understand
the root of our arts, we must put ourselves in the mind frame of the masters. Why did they create and
practice these kata? Who were their enemies?
If you study a weapons (or kobudo) art, don't forget to consider what those folks would be facing. An
Okinawan farmer may be facing another farmer with a bo...but it's more likely he would be facing a
Japanese Samurai with sword or spear.

Standard Bunkai
Standard bunkai is useful for everyone, and represents what we most often see. Standard bunkai pits
you against relatively equal opponents with a knowledge base roughly the same as yours. These type
of attackers are in good state-of-mind and are skilled fighters, capable of punches, kicks, and
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attack/defense. By imagining (or using someone else) who is as good as you, you can constantly strive
for improvement.

Modern Bunkai
Modern bunkai must be applicable in our everyday environment. Your modern bunkai should put you
in your workplace, your home, your frequented shops and bars. Modern bunkai dares us to imagine
all kinds of attackers - men, women, short, tall, drunk, high, with knives, broken bottles, pool cues.
It also forces us to use our surroundings to their most efficient degree. A bo practitioner will not find a
bo in his everyday life...but he will find brooms and pool cues. A sai practitioner will definitely not
find a sai lying around, but he will find ice scrappers and short, stout tree limbs.

(special thanks to my green figurine friends, whom I've slightly altered from their originals here http://www.perry-miniatures.com)
Let your mind bend around the possibilities. Soon you will find yourself analyzing bunkai as you go
about your day. Kata will begin to breath and take life. Eventually you'll be ready for the next step making kata extemporaneous and part of your reactionary combat.
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How to Begin Your Kata
Immersion
Kata training is crucial to success in many traditional martial arts. It teaches muscle memory for
technique, proper balance, theory of movement, and integration of body, mind, and spirit.
Unfortunately, just going through the motions won't allow you to reap all of the benefits.
At its most basic level, kata is a great workout that can teach some technique. Physical movement in
kata is very dynamic and tends to exercise the entire body. I've encountered few training tools that can
help a person get in better overall condition. But conditioning does not translate into life protection
ability. To gain real self-defense and combat knowledge from kata, you have to dive deep into theory
and purpose. Therein lies one of the greatest difficulties I have personally experienced and seen others
experience - making the leap from kata practice to kata immersion.

Kata Practice
Kata practice is what we all generally do while attending a martial arts class; it focuses on proper
technique and sequence. During kata practice we check our stances, snap punches to the solar plexus,
and concentrate on proper breathing. Kata practice is very important in its own right because without
it, there is no way to approach kata immersion (that's like trying to build a skyscraper without any sort
of foundation. Not advisable).

Kata Immersion
Kata immersion, on the other hand, is when we say 'hold on, let's take a look at what's going on here.'
We do technique, but through bunkai analysis we see what the technique is actually doing. We define
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where we are hitting and with what part of the body (or weapon). We also integrate intent by
determining what kind of opponent we might be facing and what level of severity our techniques
should possess. During kata immersion we also work to establish our mindset, taking kata out of a
vacuum and building fighting spirit. The toughest part of getting good at kata immersion is getting
started. There is a lot of self doubt involved. There are many excuses you can give yourself to avoid
spending that exhaustive effort to analyze yourself and your kata. One of the biggest roadblocks I have
seen is when people want to wait for kata satori.

Satori
Satori is a Buddhist term that essentially means "spontaneous enlightenment." During Zen Buddhist
meditation, monks will sit very still and very quiet for long periods of time. After awhile, their
conscious mind gives up its endless chatter and clears a path for deeper wisdom. Suddenly - SATORI!
- the monk achieves a level of enlightenment.

Zen Buddhist in Zazen Meditation - http://media.www.thejohnsonian.com
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A lot of people hope this will happen to their kata. "If I just keep practicing the pattern long enough, a
deeper level of understanding will come to me." In my experience, this mode of thought does not
translate into results. To understand what is occurring in kata, one must make the painful effort to
examine every angle and question every nuance. "Why is my stance like this? What does this have to
do with the last technique? Why do I need to punch twice here? What if my opponent were 6' 5''? Do I
need to kill this individual?"
There also seems to be a desire to have an instructor deliver kata satori on a platter. "One day, Sensei
will teach me the inner secrets." Again, it has been my experience that higher level karate is learned as
you make the effort to improve; it is not delivered as a gift for spending X number of years or X
number of dollars. More often than not, advanced technique involves subtle changes to base level
technique. But you can't learn those subtle nuances if you never examined the nature of your basics.
The biggest speed bump in a person's martial development is them self. I know I've made excuses for
myself, and maybe you have too. Things like "I've had a long day today. I'm just going to practice pattern. I'll think about it more in-depth later."
or
"I'm not happy with my technique yet. Once I get it perfect, then i'll worry about application."
or
"I've got a good idea for what this kata is about. I'm ready to move on to another one."
One thing that helps me push myself and refocus is spending time alone at the dojo every now and
again. Not that you have to be the only person in the building (although that helps), just find some
time to have relative quiet and a chance to focus. When you're alone, you don't need to feel foolish
about dumb ideas and you can materialize questions in your mind. Remember, the best way to acquire
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the info you need from an instructor is to ask the right questions. Often times they will provide you
with extra insights you wouldn't have known to ask about, but only as augmentations to your
burgeoning development.
After that 'alone time' to ponder, either in the dojo or elsewhere, actively engage your fellow students
in conversation. Don't be afraid to have your ideas fail. Every concept that doesn't work is a concept
you can avoid, and one that will help lead you to more effective technique. Ultimately, show a higher
level instructor or student your concepts and allow them to pontificate about it. If they see holes in
your theory, ask them to explain and listen carefully as they mold your thoughts into even more
cohesive techniques. If they show an entirely different interpretation during class, do not vocally
disagree with them or try to correct them with your theory. Simply absorb what you have seen and
add it to your collection of understanding.
Ultimately, I think you'll find kata immersion a far more satisfying accomplishment than just learning
another kata. So go and explore!
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Practical Tips for Street Self
Defense
One of the most commonly cited reasons for starting a martial art is "self defense." It makes sense.
Martial arts are designed for personal protection.
But what is self defense, really? Is it the flurry of punches and kicks we see during sparring matches?
Is it grappling and ground-and-pound? Sure, on occasion. But when it comes to real self defense,
there are more dimensions than just technique.
In karate there is a saying - 'Karate ni Sente Nashi', which translates to 'there is no first attack in
karate'. This is one of those great sayings that has a few levels of interpretation. On the surface, it
simply means "do not physically strike first". Wait until your opponent has begun his technique, and
counter or preempt it with a technique of your own.
Upon deeper investigation, Karate Ni Sente Nashi can be seen as a preempt
of intent. Martial arts training helps practitioners become in-tune with
factors like body language and severity of threat. The esoterically inclined
will suggest that it allows you to connect your martial spirit to your
opponents. However you'd like to explain it, Karate Ni Sente Nashi dictates
that if your opponent has projected his will to harm you, you may take
adequate steps to disable that harm.
Of course...this wouldn't be a classic saying if it stopped there, right?
Karate Ni Sente Nashi can also mean that you should do what you can to
prepare for an encounter, and devise ways to avoid using karate long before
Legendary Karateka Funakoshi Gichin –
Creator of the phrasing "Karate Ni Sente
Nashi
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the encounter occurs. This way, no strike is necessary.
The final interpretation brings me to my main point for this post - what can we do to prepare for
encounters long before they happen?

Safety Before Street Justice
We all love to imagine ourselves taking out a gang of street toughs, who eventually learn the mistakes
of their ways and help us break into a drug barons home in order to rescue our forlorned girlfriend
(No wait...that was Crocodile Dundee II). Nevertheless, "street justice" is a dream our egos like to
indulge. Every now and then we have to keep that stuff in check and think about what we can do to
escape dangerous situations safely, instead of daringly.
Here is a perfect example - one serious threat in the real world is muggers. Muggings happen all the
time, especially in the city. Instead of trying to kick a gun out of your attacker's hand, have you
considered giving up your wallet?
I know what your thinking - it doesn't take 30 years of training to give up a wallet. But what if you
planned ahead, and organized your important cards and bills so that they weren't in the wallet? You'd
just be giving up a bunch of business cards and coupons to Applebees.
My personal preference is the wallet/magnetic clip combination -
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In case your worried about the magnetic strip ruining your cards, don't be. The Mythbusters proved that it
would take a far greater field of magnetism than we encounter in every day life to strip a card.
I have absolutely no qualms about giving up my wallet. And trust me, in the neighborhood I work in,
I might have to one day. Something tells me a few readers out there know how I feel.
Women who carry purses can utilize the same concept by only carrying what they absolutely need if
they are going into a risky situation (or even on a day to day basis if they can make that change in
lifestyle).
There are other checks you can make. What kind of shoes do you wear? Flipflops won't help you in a
bar scuffle.
What kind of jewelry do you sport? Nose rings are a passport to pain.
Ultimately, we are all vulnerable - especially if we are facing a seasoned and intelligent attacker. But
don't be afraid to analyze your daily habits and tighten up any obvious flaws you might see. Karate
Ni Sente Nashi may seem like a real hassle, but it's for our own good in the long run, and it's one of the
keys to training the way our progenitors trained.
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Rain on a Tin Roof
The other day I was sitting at home, listening to rain bounce off of my tin roof (I live in an old
farmhouse). It was clamorous. The rain came down hard and panged in quick succession. Eventually,
as the rain hardened even further, I could no longer detect distinct drops; it became an
incomprehensible white noise.

http://www.pbase.com/diplostrat/image/85676150
I went through a couple of mental progressions while listening to this shower. At first, I decided that
people (myself included, of course) can be a lot like rain on a tin roof - zephyrs of unfocused energy
just chattering and chattering and chattering. Making as much noise as we can simply because we can.
In the end, just as the rain leaves the roof unaffected, we have made no impact.
After that, I thought - sometimes we are the roof. No matter how much knowledge, or fact, or opinion
is presented before us, we close off and force it to bounce away. Ultimately, we are no better for the
experience.
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When it comes to the martial arts, we are presented with the same rain and roof possibilities. When in
the dojo, we have the chance to rain - by that I mean flurry around throwing kicks, making throws,
and bellowing kiai. We can zip to and fro, building up a sweat and dominating opponents. But
ultimately, when we walk out the door, the dojo is no different than when we came. We made no
impact.
We also have the chance to be martial arts tin. Instead of focusing on bettering ourselves, we can close
everything off - especially if it feels like it would change us. It's very easy for us to be satisfied with
what we know, and stay stagnant (maybe even rust!)
Personally, I would like to avoid both of those things. Instead, I would like my martial arts training
(and life) to be like rain in the forest.
As the forest, we can absorb all of what is happening around us. This is comparable to zanshin, but in
a less aggressive state than normally interpreted. Furthermore, we can use the knowledge and
opinions of others to grow, even if it isn't always a complete agreement of minds.
Lastly, and most importantly, as the rain we can help others grow. We needn't make an uproarious
racket - simply provide the forest with something it needs.

http://picasaweb.google.com/mudlifeturistas
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Bunkai: Fighting One, Two, or
Multiple Opponents
One of the great things about bunkai (kata application) is how variable it can be. A single series of
movements can be transformed a hundred times depending on scenario, opponents, tactics, and
strategy. Unfortunately, despite all of this creative fruit for the picking, it is extremely easy to get stuck
in a rut.
Base level bunkai is very useful and shouldn't be over looked. By base level I mean: a block is a block
and a punch is a punch. If kata tells you to block down three times in a row, that's exactly what you
do. You block a left kick, a right kick, then a left kick. After that you finish up with a punch, or
whatever else kata tells you to do.
Deciphering base level bunkai for kata can take a very long time as many of the moves will seem
cryptic and unwieldy. There's no reason to be concerned by that, and no reason to rush it ( as I
explained in a previous post).
But sooner or later, you'll probably find yourself scratching your chin and saying 'yea...but what else
can I do!?'
This is the rut I speak of, and just like with writer's block, it can be tough to pull yourself out without
an external nudge. I figured I might present a nudge here that tends to help me think outside the box
when I need to.

Opponents: One or One Hundred
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How many opponents are you fighting when you practice your kata? One? Two? A handful? More
than you can count? This is a very important question as it will change the entire dynamic of how you
perform your kata.

One Enemy
Imagine that you are facing just a single opponent. While keeping alert for other dangers around you,
you are free to orient yourself entirely on that opponent. That means you can afford to be a little more
stationary, and make small moves with your body to adjust for the maai (distance from your
opponent). You can then use your techniques to slip slight angles as your aggressor attacks and
counterattack with ease.
For example, let's say you have a kata that blocks on the left 45 degree angle, then the right 45 degree
angle, like so:

(Yea the guy in the picture has a giant head. so what.)
With a single opponent, you can use those techniques to intercept and retaliate:
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**entering maai**
You'll notice our brave combatant in the black intercepts the red attack and cuts the angle inward,
reorienting himself/herself for a vital point strike to the temple, eyes, throat, or anything else he
pleases. This small shift in angle clears him from the oncoming second punch of his opponent.
With a single opponent, this "block, block" becomes an invasive disruption. Since it's just one attacker,
the next step in your kata, whatever that may be, should be used to take this opponent out, or at least
to the ground.

Two Enemies
One opponent was nice, but now you've started trouble with two guys. What did you do??
Well, whatever you did...they are looking for trouble. Let's look at the same technique with two
individuals coming at you in quick succession (or even at the same time)...
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This time our hero in black has to move his body around a bit quicker. The subtle angles he used with
one opponent aren't as applicable because he can't afford to get tied up with in-close fighting while the
other opponent rushes in toward him. Instead, he uses a simultaneous block-strike motion as he shifts
into each fighter. Many times in kata we find ourselves blocking or striking. Really, why have one
hand in motion while the other remains stagnant? Many movements in kata have inherent
counterstrikes built in; we just have to allow ourselves to use them in quick time.

Multiple Opponents
The last situation is that of multiple opponents. The exact number of opponents isn't really important,
but it's obvious that there are a whole bunch. Let's say they are pretty smart too, and manage to
partially surround their target (our hero). Using this same technique, it would look something like
this...
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Our fighter is using a very wise strategy - get out of Dodge. The first thing he does is analyze as
quickly as possible the largest hole in the encirclement. He recognizes that the right side, where the
brown attacker is, is very cluttered. Instead, he breaks for the red opponent. Using the same kind of
technique as before, he blocks and strikes to the face violently at the same moment. This time, he uses
his angling to shift to the outside of his opponent and pushes the red attacker into the blue attacker.
Bundling up the two closest individuals, he escapes as quickly as possible.

Final Thoughts on Opponents
When doing bunkai, it's important to think about your opponents, especially regarding how many
there could be. If you train in-tight against single opponents all the time, you might leave yourself
tangled up with them too long for multiple opponent use. However, if you are constantly floating
around to different attackers, you might miss the more intricate uses of technique and how they can
result in takedowns and groundfighting.
Be wary of leaving opponents too soon. If you've successfully blocked an opponent, but haven't dealt
them a severe strike or takedown, it is probably unwise to move on to a new attacker.
Be careful not to get stuck in the habit of using 8,9,10 attackers in a kata. You may be moving around
and facing different directions, but that doesn't necessarily mean every technique is intended for a new
person.
***
I hope this was helpful. It's just a method I use to expand the parameters of bunkai, but it can be a
great way to add realism to your kata.
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The Organic Growth of Martial
Artists
As martial artists constantly endeavor to increase their knowledge and ability, they make internal
connections that hadn't existed years, days, or even seconds before. Just as memories and experiences
burn new pathways through the psyche, so does every moment pursuing "the martial way".
Furthermore, no living thing starts off matured. Even the tallest redwood tree begins as a tiny seed.
The same is true when practicing the arts. In karate, there is a symbol known as Mitsu Domoe that can
be used to demonstrate the kernel of knowledge that every martial artist begins with -

In dojo all over the world, instructors are sitting down with fresh beginners and stating very simply,
"your training is a combination of body, mind, and spirit!"
Unfortunately, the prongs seem woefully far away from each other. As the beginner struggles to
punch and kick properly, he/she is hardly concerned about character development. Truly, body, mind,
and spirit appear perpetually separated.
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Of course time goes by and diligent training continues. Practitioners learn more and more about each
portion of their art, and eventually come to understand that there is more to each piece of the Mitsu
Domoe than initially stated. For example, body doesn't simply mean physical fitness. It involves a
complex combination of movement and ability. In fact, it could be broken down inside the "body"
prong like this -

Here we see "body" made up of speed, power, and technique. If the martial artist maintains a balanced
perspective in his training, soon his understanding of mind and spirit will grow as well. He'll begin to
think like this -
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Arriving at this stage is noteworthy because it can be very tempting to make training lopsided. For
example, it would feel rewarding to achieve a deeper level of knowledge in the body aspect of the
arts. In order to experience that feeling more often, a practitioner might focus predominantly on body,
leaving mind and spirit behind.
But let's say time and dedication has allowed the practitioner to acquire skill in all three aspects of his
training.
Despite his efforts, there is still a disconnect. As you'll notice above, there are substantial white gaps in
his knowledge and understanding. He must continue to dig and explore, which can be intimidating.
Having achieved a level of ability (and maybe even a black belt), he could easily "accept his
limitations" and call it quits.
But should growth continue, it would look something like this-

An odd tapestry begins to develop and connections are made where there were none before.
Navigating between aspects of the arts becomes easier, and body/mind/spirit doesn't seem so
impenetrably separated.
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Of course, there are still plenty of white gaps, agitatingly prominent inside a finely woven web. Should
they ever be filled, the shape would turn into this-

Dazzling and intricate! It's funny to think that this was built one piece at a time.
As he's dug deeper and deeper, more gaps in knowledge have been revealed to the practitioner.
Where the beginner saw one gap, now the experienced exponent sees many. Perhaps more than he
could ever tackle. Of course, the joy is in the journey, so the exploration must continue.
Hereafter something fascinating happens. Technique, mental acuity, and keenness of spirit have
become so interlocked and interwoven that the Mitsu Domoe has taken on a unique form-
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Unusual - this phase seems less impressive to the eye and actually has some bumps and ridges. The
crisp definition of one aspect from another is gone and it's tough to say where one prong ends and
another begins. The center seems to permeate outward.
What exactly are we looking at here? Is this the same karate that we saw our beginner practice?
No, this is a bugeisha's art. An art that has followed the way of balance, and is taking on its own form.
At any time this art can be broken down into basic elements, but when used fully, can barely be
recognized as anything other than unique.
At this point, it is a matter of will more than anything that allows the bugeisha to continue onto the
next phase-

The Void.

It's everything, and it's nothing. Through decades of filling the mind with techniques, theories,
philosophies, and strategies, the bugeisha eventually arrives at nothing at all. This nothingness cannot
be achieved by lesser means, and it cannot be penetrated by anything lesser than itse lf.
The bugeisha and his art are one thing, which is no-thing.
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Sueyoshi – Cart Ride With a
Kobudo Master
Karate-Do: My Way of Life by Funakoshi Gichin is a small book packed with extremely valuable
anecdotes. Funakoshi's stories grant us a peek into an Okinawa that is mostly lost to antiquity.
One story that strikes me as particularly interesting is entitled "A Humble Man" (pg. 62 if you're
reading along ;- )

The Story
In his daily travels, Funakoshi made it a habit to walk to-and-from the school where he taught. One
day, when returning home from a teachers meeting that had run late into the night, Funakoshi decided
to hire a jinriksha driver. Jinriksha, also known as rickshaw, is a two wheel cart pulled by a single
"driver".
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As Funakoshi explains, "to while away the time, I began a conversation with the jinriksha man and
found, rather to my surprise, that he gave extremely short answers to my questions. Usually jinriksha
men are as loquacious [1 point for the translator] as barbers. Further, his tone of voice was extremely
polite and his language was that of a well-educated man."
Funakoshi decided to uncover the identity of this mysterious man, who hid deftly underneath a wide
brimmed hat. His plan was to stop the ride and relieve himself, and at some point grab a glance at his
driver's face. His attempt failed. They began walking further down the path, the driver keeping a pace
behind at all times. Funakoshi then attempted one decisive action to discover the man's identity "Suddenly, at a bend in the road, I wheeled around and grabbed a shaft of the jinriksha and at the
same time tried to get a glimpse of [the driver's] features. However, quick as I was, the man was even
quicker, as he pulled his hat down deep over his face. So quick, indeed, was his reaction that I was
now perfectly convinced he could not be an ordinary jinriksha driver."
Through his calculated observations, Funakoshi was able to determine that the man was one Mr.
Sueyoshi, a renowned and respected kobudo exponent (especially known for his bojitsu). He then
learned that, even though coming from a well established family, Sueyoshi had fallen on hard times
and needed money to pay for medicine for his ill wife. In order to accomplish this, Sueyoshi became a
jinricksha man at night, using the darkness to conceal his identity and therefore save himself from
disgrace.
Regarding his unlikely driver, Funakoshi had this to say:
"Had [Sueyoshi] desired fame and fortune, he could certainly have acquired it, but possibly at the
expense of engaging in work that he would have felt to be beneath his dignity. In this he was...every
inch a samurai."

Thoughts
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When examining the exchange between these two masters, it is evident the role respect and d ignity
played in their day to day lives. In Okinawa, like in many Asian cultures, the reputation of family
plays an extremely important role.
Sueyoshi's unwillingness to show his face was an effort to leave the image of his family fully intact
without "sullying" it by being acknowledged as a "lowly" rickshaw driver.
Funakoshi, despite being taken by curiosity, kept himself completely composed while attempting to
catch a look at his mysterious driver. Once the identity was revealed, both men showed respect by
walking side by side as opposed to one in front of the other, or one riding in the cart.
It's also interesting to note how much information the men were able to gather on each other simply by
monitoring movements during a mundane activity like a cart ride. Sueyoshi's martial arts prowess,
and even identity became evident simply by detecting his mannerisms. This speaks both to the mental
and physical enhancement martial arts study can provide over time.
Funakoshi's statement about Sueyoshi not taking work "beneath his dignity" is very telling of the
weight Sueyoshi placed on his art. Sueyoshi, rather than sell out and market his bojitsu to become
rich, eeked out a living at night performing duties that were very much beneath his status.
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The Paradox
I admire Sueyoshi's commitment to maintaining his art and not watering it down for public
consumption. By taking the path of Koryu ("old style" method of martial arts transmission utilized heavily
by the Samurai) he certainly maintained a high level of quality in his kobudo.
Koryu arts were, by nature, closed communities filled with secrecy and tradition. The main purpose of
this was to maintain battlefield effectiveness. The true goal of Koryu was to kill opponents. The "do"
aspects (mental and spiritual growth) were secondary. If a ryu or art like Sueyoshi's bojitsu was to
retain its complete effectiveness, he would have to keep his student body very low and the
transmission of his concepts secret.
On the other end of the spectrum is Funakoshi, whom I also admire. Through his efforts to spread
karatedo, more and more people became aware of the physical, mental, and spiritual benefits of karate
training. Truly, if it weren't for him and others like him, the martial arts wouldn't be what they are
today. My own knowledge of the arts (as limited as it is) stems back to individuals like Seikichi Odo
who allowed gaijin (outsiders) to study.

The One Conclusion I Will Make
I don't have any particular answers when it comes to the paradox of Funakoshi and Sueyoshi. They
both had equally good justification for their actions. But what I will say is this - it's astonishing what a
four page anecdote can reveal, both about the men involved and us as practitioners.
This story made a personal impact on me because Sueyoshi No Kun is a kata I practice in my style of
kobudo (we actually break it up into two kata, Sueyoshi Ichi and Ni). Where once I saw these kata as
mechanical movements devised by some shadow of the past, I can now perceive the man behind their
creation. I can sense his motivation to save an ailing wife and observe his behavior as he followed the
martial way.
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Stories such as this invite us to study our arts deeply. By imagining humid rains, dark nights, and
pebbled studded causeways, we can place ourselves in the shoes of our martial arts forefathers and
imagine what they were thinking while perfecting their art. We can then place ourselves back in our
own shoes and think about our day-to-day tribulations and what might cause us to train differently.
While some folk might feel burdened by tradition, I believe it can be endlessly fascinating, and when
taken in the right context, can help free us to express ourselves.
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Ikigai and the Value of Life
Purpose
A study came out a few months ago about the importance of Ikigai in one's life. I'd like to share the
results with you and discuss the implications for us as healthful individuals and martial artists.
First, just a quick definition - Ikigai is that intangible quality that makes life seem worth living. Ikigai
is nothing in particular. It can be a job, a loved one, a pastime, or anything else. Basically, if there is
something that fills you with hope and motivation, it could be considered one (if not the only) Ikigai in
your life.
Sadly, Ikigai is not a given. On the contrary, I believe we
have to fight for it and continue to feed the flames of our
passions, otherwise they will certainly die out. But, in our
toughest times, it is this same fire that fuels us to carry on;
and that is exactly what Japan's latest study has shown.
"NEW YORK (Reuters Health) - People who don't think life is
worth living are more likely to die within the next few years,
research from Japan shows. The increased death risk was mainly
due to cardiovascular disease and external causes --most commonly, suicide."
These are serious implications. I've heard of studies where ownership of a pet or social activity can
increase longevity, but this study takes a more broad approach and tries to quantify the value of life purpose.
Their methods were as follows:
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"The investigators looked at 43,391 men and women 40 to 79 years old living in the Ohsaki region who were
followed for seven years, during which time 3,048 died. All were asked, "Do you have ikigai in your life?" Fiftynine percent said yes, 36.4 percent said they weren't sure, and 4.6 percent said no.
Those who didn't have a sense of ikigai were less likely to be married or employed, and were also less educated, in
worse health, more mentally stressed, and in more bodily pain. They were also more likely to have limited
physical function."
It's alarming to hear that only 59% of those asked said they definitely had Ikigai. I wonder what the result
would be if this study was done in America right now. I'd be willing to bet the number is even lower.
The trends regarding less education, less employment, etc all make sense. Concepts such as self respect and
confidence are inseparably linked to self worth. Ikigai drives a person to excel and be happy, which
invariably leads to success, be it emotional or financial. It's amazing what self assuredness can do when
pursuing a job, education, or mate.
The other critical factor here is stress. Although stress isn't something you can see in a microscope, it kills
just like any other deadly disease. Muscular tension, mental anguish, insomnia, cardiovascular disease,
lowered immunity...these are all symptoms of bad stress (As opposed to eustress). Without Ikigai as a release
valve for bad stress, the participants in this study found more and more unpleasant results occurring in their
life.
"Overall, people with no sense of ikigai were 50 percent more likely to die from any cause during follow-up
compared to those who did have a sense that life was worth living. They had a 60 percent greater risk of death
from cardiovascular disease, most commonly stroke, and were 90 percent more likely to die of 'external' causes."
And this is AFTER the scientists adjusted the test for potential external factors like history-of-illness in
family and prior alcohol abuse.
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Implications of Ikigai and Life Purpose
The take-away from this study is simple - find something you love and pursue it. You've probably heard this
a million times, but it seems your life may actually depend on it. Make time for people/past-times that bring
you happiness and cut out your sources of bad stress as if they were tumors on your body.
The implications for martial artists are even more apparent. The martial arts provide physical activity, stress
relief, confidence building, companionship, learning, and much more. Martial arts seem to be a play-by-play
aid in building Ikigai and promoting a healthy lifestyle. Whether martial arts are one Ikigai in your life or
THE Ikigai in your life - keep in mind the good it might be doing for you now, and the good it can do for
you down the line.
I wonder if the old masters knew all this already? ; - )
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How Hard Should You Beat Your
Body?
I recently had the chance to watch "Power Training" by Morio Higaonna. Higaonna Sensei is very well
known (especially in the west) and is renowned for his severe, Spartan training methods. Featured in
his dvd were different routines and methods one could use to strengthen the body (Hojo Undo).
Take a look at this quick video for samples of Hojo Undo training:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BkK4MjD5gno
As you can see, jars, stones, and other tools from antiquity are used to toughen the body and create a
more powerful practitioner. Along with this kind of Hojo Undo is "iron shirt" training, where karateka
steel their bodies against powerful blows.
Here is an example of Takemi Takayasu taking some shots:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ep2rovVDZYI
"Iron Shirt" gets a lot of press and airtime because it's very impressive. Heck, I know I like to watch
people get hit with bats. But it also makes me wonder - how much beating should we give our bodies
for the sake of training? How much is healthy...how much is necessary?

When Everyday Life Gets in the Way
Hojo Undo methods of body hardening were created on Okinawa where the native populace had just a
few main jobs - fishing, farming, craftsmanship, etc. Most of what they had to do in their day-to-day
lives involved manual labor. A hardy body and toughened exterior were extremely useful for those
conditions.
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These days, especially in the west, small motor skills are much more prevalent in the workplace.
Although manual labor jobs still exist (of course), more and more people find themselves typing, filing,
writing, and operating other equipment that requires fine motor skills. If a career musician or
computer programmer were to beat their hands against rocks, or thrust their fingertips into vats of
pebbles, the consequences could ultimately hinder them instead of help.
It's true that the results of body hardening can be very impressive, but the
potential for arthritis, joint pain, and loss of coordination can hamper its value. I
say 'potential for' because these outcomes are not necessarily guaranteed - there
is such a thing as right and wrong training with Hojo Undo (meaning don't just
go punching rocks). But, even still, it's a gamble depending on your livelihood.

Usefulness in Modern Self Defense
Let's say you're willing to take the leap into difficult conditioning because you want to improve your
self defense capabilities. I can understand that. But we need to examine the kinds of attacks you might
run into in modern society.
First of all, hard body training is very useful against blunt attacks like kicks, punches, and even sticks.
We saw in the above video that, given a moment's notice, Takayasu Sensei can turn his body into a
powerful shield.
Unfortunately, more common than bat attacks are knife and gun attacks. In those situations, hanging
tough and taking the blow is a very bad idea and practicing that habit can lead to trouble. The time
spent training iron shirt techniques might have been better used learning evasion, interception, and
scenario-based self defense. Furthermore, chest shattering punches can be replaced by extremely
accurate blows to weak areas of the body (nose, throat, groin, etc).
That being said, I really like some of the grip training that we've seen.
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By using ishi sashi, nagiri game, ch'ishi, and kongo ken an impressive grip can be developed. Grip
and the ability to generate torque through the arms/hips is immediately useful in any self defense
situation. With a powerful enough grip and a knowledge of how to twist the opponent's body, one can
incapacitate or subjugate an opponent of any variety.
So...can toughening your body help improve your self defense? Yes, I think so. But you have to keep in
mind its limits and what you could be giving up for it. Also remember that karate training is about
reactions and instinct. Whether your reaction to a sudden attack is to tighten up and take it or evade
out of the way will come down to how you train.

Strength of Body, Mind, Breath
Something I like about Hojo Undo practice (which I also think is generally understated) is the
combination of body, mind, and breath. In order to succeed in such a rigorous training routine, the
breath has to strengthen the body instead of using raw muscle. Furthermore, the mind has to be tough
enough to withstand prolonged discomfort. Ultimately, these drills can bring all three aspects closer
together.
This is useful, assuming you don't have any existing joint injuries or internal conditions. If you do have
a busted knee or heart problem, the excess strain can actually be detrimental to your health. Once
again, personal assessment is the key. For those individuals who decide they shouldn't utilize Hojo
Undo for this particular purpose, kata such as Sanchin and Tensho can serve as reliable substitutes.
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Listening and Pushing
After all is said and done, I think the most important thing to remember in this or any martial arts
training is balance. As much as we want to push our bodies through austere practices like Hojo Undo,
we also have to listen to our bodies and recognize things we are doing that might be
healthy/unhealthy. What works for one individual might spell an early retirement for the next.
If you DO wish to integrate this type of training into your regiment, do so very very slowly. Do
research on how to make/acquire proper equipment and find an instructor who has been doing it for
awhile with only minor ill-effects. Assess your needs as a person in modern society and make your
training work for you!
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The Interweaving of Kata
Beauty, Application, and
Perfection
Once protected by a handful of experts, karate and the kata within are now "owned" by millions of
people across the globe. Through this diversity and the advent of technologies such as YouTube, we
can see more variations on traditional kata than ever before.
Despite our many different backgrounds and lifestyles, kata is still kata. The core concepts that made it
work for the Okinawans are the same concepts that can make it work for us. But now more than ever
we have to consider the purpose of our kata training and understand how kata beauty, application,
and perfection intertwine.
**In this post I'm going to be showing different practitioners performing the same kata - Kusanku. The slight
stylistic differences are unimportant. Furthermore, they are all very good martial artists. The comparisons drawn
between them are for personal contemplation on how we each perform our own kata.**

Kata Beauty
Beautiful kata is a desirable thing. Sharp technique, clean transitions, and picturesque stances make for
a wonderful display of martial arts prowess.
Consider, for example, our first video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlWC4BzHbK8
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This young lady has obviously put in good training time with knowledgeable Sensei. She should be
commended for her poise during such a stressful event. However, it's quite clear that her technique is
focused on kata beauty. Her kicks are extremely athletic, but not aimed at anything in particular
(except perhaps Kareem Abdul Jabbar's head). If she were to consider application (aka street tactics)
she would likely want to lower those kicks dramatically.
Furthermore, her spear hand techniques are aimed toward the midsection. In
reality she would want to contemplate the amount of hand conditioning
needed to make that effective. Also her deep stances would lock her into each
technique completely, minimizing the potential to run away quickly or
disengage toward a new opponent.
She performs a beautiful kata with many fantastic snapshot moments, and if
it has helped her win trophies, all the better. But there is a problem - beauty
can be ensnaring. Like the story of young Narcissus who was doomed to fall
in love with his own reflection, beautiful kata can cause us to become locked and unwilling to change.
Imagine having to alter the very techniques that have brought you praise and reward in exchange for
something that looks far less impressive. What if you've become "known" for those impressive
techniques? Could you give it up in pursuit of what kata truly aims to teach? Would you try to put
your ineffective techniques in one pocket while keeping your real techniques in another?
Another example to consider:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ac_nhahN7UA
"Change is the way of the world", as Master George Alexander said, and kata modification is part of
that. I can't say if this practitioner modified the kata on his own or if his Sensei did, but it's important
to consider the purpose of those changes, including adding very high kicks.
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In striking techniques, especially at the end of a series, it is generally a karate ideal to imbue the strike
with the power to break, incapacitate, or kill. I wonder if this karateka's palm heel strike up front had
the power to break floating ribs or cause internal organ damage. Again, I wouldn't presume to know
this man's intentions, nor do I think his kata is less than exceptional. But we must examine ourselves in
this way, otherwise we might get trapped staring at our own reflections as they glint off of shiny
trophy plastic.

Application During Kata Performance
Application during kata can be a tough pill to swallow because it forces us to question ourselves.
Every technique in kata is designed to off-balance, damage, or otherwise negatively impact our
opponents in a way that would deter them from continuing their aggression. That means with every
block and every punch there needs to be consideration for breath, hip movement, weight shifting, and
kime (focus) on the end of the technique. Ignoring these things for weak quick-hand techniques or
multi-snap kicks can lead to bad habits which manifest themselves poorly when dealing with an
enraged attacker who wants nothing more than to punch your face in.
Consider this version of Kusanku:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gc2BD6kIpGQ
Every block and punch in this video is designed to do damage. The kata is unhurried yet quick. The
practitioner transitions smoothly and doesn't loiter too long on any particular technique. The
movement is balanced and the koshi (hips) power each motion. To me, this individual is training with
application in mind.
Of course, depending on your perspective, this kata is not better than the previous two, nor do I think
it would place better at most competitions...yet it contains a subtly different kind of beauty.
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Here is another example: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56NlyLiquA
This is a practitioner from an entirely different style, but aren't the similarities stunning? Pacing,
power, and focus are all present on every technique. The karateka here seems like someone who could
use their kata for self defense, rather than for athletics and demonstration.
Once again, was this the BEST performance? No - it was unique amongst a series of unique kata. It's
just a matter of differing martial paths.

The Timeless Pursuit of Kata Perfection
Kata perfection should never be confused for kata drama. Excessively loud Kiai and Soap-Opera-Style
glares are all part of drama. Although they make the practitioner seem like they are "in the zone",
ultimately it is just another layer of performance. While a performer is busy focusing on how 'killer'
they look, they should be focusing on moving toward their next opponent or escaping danger.
Kata perfection is the stripping away of the untruthful. When a kata begins to reflect the real nature of
the practitioner (and not what they think a martial artist should look like), it begins to chase perfection.
I say 'chase' because, like most worthwhile endeavors, perfection can never really be obtained.
If we strip away kata drama and pomp...how can there be kata beauty? In the classical sense, kata
beauty is far less obvious than one might think. Born from the grit of combat and the integration of
proper technique into naturalness, kata beauty is rarely "textbook", nor is it predictable. Most often
created by a combination of application, visualization, and the pursuit of perfect technique, classically
beautiful kata takes on the persona of Ichi-Go Ichi-e: one encounter, one opportunity.
As a final thought, I'd like to leave you with one more Kusanku. Certainly this is the least impressive
of the bunch...right?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gb5wBR77JC0
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Bunkai Progression: Soon,
Sooner, Soonest
"Soon, Sooner, Soonest" is a concept I first heard about from Bill Hayes Sensei. I would like to elaborate
upon it here, using a specific example.
In the kata Pinan Shodan, there is an opening technique wherein the practitioner does a high block and
a mid-level block simultaneously. It looks like this:

I've included a few different styles here because, when analyzing bunkai, it's good to get a broad
spectrum of how the technique is executed. Plus, I find subtle stylistic quirks really fascinating - so
indulge me.
You'll notice that there are small differences in each picture above when it comes to hand position,
weight distribution, and levels of blocking. Despite that, each practitioner could go through the same
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mental steps to analyze their bunkai. When contemplating application for techniques in kata, one
needs to consider speed, timing, and intent - in other words, how soon they want to control or damage
their opponent.
Let's start with the most basic level of interpretation:

SOON
When blocking an attack, you want to do it as soon as possible. At a base level, this means waiting
until the strike has been launched, and blocking it as it comes in. Like so:

In Pinan Shodan, after the initial block (shown above), the hands generally drop down, strike the
attacker's arm, and then punch to the face. This is a very accepted bunkai for beginners as it takes the
core principals of stance shifting and blocking and applies them to a live target.
Even though the blue defender successfully avoided getting hit, he did it in a relatively slow way. He
waited until the attack was already at full strength and on its intended trajectory. By waiting this long,
the defender ran the risk of being out done in strength, speed, and skill. Furthermore, his right hand
was floating up in the air for no apparent reason. Why not put it to use?
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SOONER
To use this Pinan Shodan technique in a "sooner" fashion, we are going to change the kind of attack
being presented. Instead of a single punch, we are now going to use a choke or push that involves both
of the attacker's hands. Furthermore, instead of waiting until the attacker has built up a head of steam,
the defender is going to intercept the technique early, when it is still weak. Like so:

In this instance, as soon as the aggressive push begins, the blue defender shoots his hands up and
gains control of centerline. Then, as the attacker begins to gain momentum, the defender casts his
hands outward and gains control of the attacker's arms while unbalancing him by shifting into a
back/cat stance. After that, the defender would proceed to force th e attacker's arms downward and
follow up with a punch to the face.
This is superior to the first bunkai in the sense that the timing has been improved. Rather than waiting
for the attack, the defender is meeting it before it gains strength, and dissipating it as it extends.
As useful as this bunkai is, we can do even better.
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SOONEST
One problem that the first two bunkai share is a lack of immediacy in counter-attack. In both cases, it
takes 3-4 steps before a strike is actually thrown that might stop the attacker. Instead of dawdling, the
"soonest" bunkai shows us how we can quickly end a combative engagement using the Pinan Shodan
technique. For the sake of this demonstration, let's revert back to the original straight punch:

You'll notice here that the counterattack happens immediately. In order to make this work, the block
has to meet the attacking hand as it begins its trajectory and the count erattack needs to be made as the
original attack nears completion. This will prevent the attacker from having a chance to formulate a
second attack.
For kata purposes, after the initial counterattack shown here, the hands dropping down would be used
to unbalance the opponent and the final punch would be used as a strike leading into a takedown.
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Conclusions
I have two important conclusions I would like to make.
First - it's important for beginners to learn 'soon' before 'sooner' and 'soonest'. Some people may
wonder why we don't just skip to the end - the reason is because situations will not always be optimal
and you might not always get the perfect 'soonest' technique in real life. By learning 'soon' first, you
have a solid, simple technique to fall back on.
Furthermore, training in karate (and most other martial arts for that matter) is a progressive challenge.
Instead of diving right into the deep end, it's wise to slowly build up reaction time and confidence in
technique. As time goes on, bunkai can be whittled down and technique refined until it achieves its
core intended effectiveness.
Second - You might be thinking to yourself, "The bunkai I learned from my Sensei is different than
what you described above." That is quite all right! Bunkai is an extremely vast sea of possibilities and
what you learned can coexist with what I've shown here. What really matters is how we go about
analyzing our kata and how we can make ourselves more effective.
All too often we wait for someone to come with magical instructions on how to be as good as the old
masters, but the truth is we need to dig for ourselves just as much as we rely on our teachers.
All the best in your kata exploration!
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What PowerPoint Taught Me
About Martial Arts
The other day I was watching a presentation by Garr Reynolds. Garr currently resides in Japan and is a
big exponent of Zen Buddhism. During his presentation he provided a bunch of really eloquent and
insightful quotes from artists of all different backgrounds. These quotes really spoke to me and made
strong connections in my mind to the martial arts.
Here is the catch though...
His presentation was about Powerpoint! More specifically, how to conduct great presentations using
Powerpoint, handouts, etc as tools.
Amazingly, the principles he was sharing with his
audience to make them better speakers would have been
equally valuable if he had wanted to make them better
martial artists.

Who is Garr Reynolds?
Garr is the best selling author of Presentation Zen, a book
about increasing simplicity and effectiveness in
presentations. He was also a guest speaker at Google's
impressive Authors@Google series, which can be found
on youtube. For anyone who does presenting/teaching/powerpoints in their day-to-day lives, I highly
recommend watching the full thing.
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Garr is also an American living in Japan. He is Associate Professor of Management at Kansai Gaidai
University located in Osaka.

So What Were the Quotes Used By Garr?
There are three quotes that Garr used that I would like to share with you. I'll provide the quote, the
context with which he was using it, and my opinion as to how it relates to the martial arts.

Quote #1: "Simplicity means the achievement of maximum effect with minimum means." Dr. Koichi Kawana (Architect of Zen and Tea Gardens).
Garr's Context: This quote was used to define simplicity. Garr was trying to explain how simple slides
in powerpoint can be much more effective than clutter filled ones.
Simple doesn't just mean 'less' though. In order to achieve the kind of simplicity Dr. Kawana is
referring to, one has to increase the impact of the message while decreasing the information given.
Martial Arts Implications: Aikido practitioners should be spitting coffee out of their mouths at this
point. As I have come to understand it, Dr. Kawana's theory is almost word for word the desired effect
of aikido technique. But it isn't just aikidoka who can benefit from this wisdom.
Karate technique often espouses 'one punch, one kill', which suggests eliminating an opponent as
quickly and efficiently as possible. As such classical karate often does not translate well into
tournaments and movies because the desired action of the karateka is sharp, quick, simple, and over.
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Quote #2: "In the Beginner's mind there are many possibilities, In the experts mind there are
few." - Shunryu Suzuki (Soto Zen Priest)
Garr's Context: With this quote Garr wanted to break people out of their box. The normal, 'expected'
way to do powerpoint is by utilizing the 1:7:7 rule (one slide, seven bullets, seven words per bullet).
Reynold's suggests that this is speedy passport to snoozeville and in order to keep a captive audience
you have to give them something unexpected. To achieve the unexpected, you have to keep an open
mind to new possibilities.
A child's mind (which of course is a beginner's mind) is not afraid of failure or judgment. A child will
do silly, strange things simply because they want to try it and see what happens. Garr suggests that
this same mindset can result in amazing presentation material.
Martial Arts Implications: Has anyone here not been told a hundred times to keep a beginner's mind?
It's a fairly classic martial arts admonishment. This advice becomes particularly poignant as a person
approaches black belt and beyond.
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Even though a person must stay true to his/her style and pass it down as it was taught to them, they
must also be free to explore their techniques and find what works for them. Until a practitioner opens
themselves up to experimentation and failure, all they can ever be is a style robot.

Quote #3: "Master your instrument. Master your music. And then forget all that bullshit and
just play." - Charlie Parker (Jazz Saxophonist and Composer)
Garr's Context: What Garr wanted to express here is the proper way to perform a presentation. All too
often presenters are well prepared with good information, but they simply read that information off of
slides or cue cards. The result is a boring, slavish dictation of facts and stats that has no emotion or
power.
Garr wants you to master your story and statistics so that you can be free to rif on your subject matter,
take tangents, and engage your audience in a completely original and provocative way.
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Martial Arts Implications: A martial artist must figure out his/her body. They must also study their
style vehemently. But when it comes time to become a martial artist all of that has to be loosened for
self expression.
Technique must come from instinct, sincerity, and right reason. Everything that makes an artist what
they are should be expressed in every technique. A kata, when done with meaning, should be unique
and unrepeatable.

Two Analogies: The Mountain and the Tree
There are two major takeaways from the connection between Garr's speech and the martial ways, and
both have a natural analogy that can be used to explain them.
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The Tree - The different martial art styles are often said to be different branches of the same tree. Bruce
Lee used this analogy from time to time and I am a big fan of it. However, we can also use this to
visualize 'art' as a whole.
Artists, no matter how they express themselves, are branches of the same tree. Furthermore,
practitioners of Jazz, Zen, Ichibana, Tea Ceremony, Painting, Jujitsu, etc can all benefit from the
wisdom of masters like the ones cited above.
The Mountain - Even if all art is connected, why is it that masters always seem to draw similar
conclusions? After all, Shunryu Suzuki sounds a lot like Morihei Ueshiba, who sounds a lot like Jigoro
Kano.
The explanation for that lies in 'the mountain'. No matter where you start at the base of a mountain,
there is only one location to ultimately arrive at - the top. The top is a single point of enlightenment.
Needless to say, very very few people make it there (arguably none). But, as you get closer, the
territory one covers gets smaller. As things get smaller, there is bound to be some crossover for those
who are traveling.
It's quite possible that Suzuki, Ueshiba, and Kano all tread on the same ground, and would likely have
much to discuss given the chance to sit down and enjoy some tea. Perhaps one day we can joi n in on
the conversation too, but until then, let's enjoy the journey!
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Building and Rebuilding Bunkai
In general, bunkai is seen as a definition. By that I mean, kata represents a word which can then be
defined by bunkai. For example:
Hypotenuse: the longest side of a right triangle, the side opposite the right angle
Block Left: A punch is coming in with the opponent's right hand and I block with my left arm
See the similarity? Using this framework, people often develop a step-by-step dictionary of what they
think their kata means. Through rote memorization, they can perform their bunkai on command when
necessary. Unfortunately, when utilized as the sole method of bunkai learning, this method tends to
get stuck and can be restrictive to learning.

Memorization is good until...sorry...I lost my train of
thought
The problem with memorization is that it is prone to failure. Time, distractions, creativity...they all get
in the way of memorized techniques. Furthermore, locking in explanations for techniques prohibits the
mind from exploring new options.
The concept of shuhari suggests that we must follow, transcend, and break away. Of course, this isn't a
step-wise process and is in fact circular, as we constantly learn new things, understand them, and then
internalize them.
By thinking of bunkai as sheer memorization, we are limiting ourselves to shu (follow).

The First Phase of Learning Bunkai
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The first phase of bunkai is almost always shu. Can it truly be any other way? We all have to learn the
basics of our systems. Through the practice of kihon, drills, kata, and self defense skits we learn how to
introduce our bodies to the art of fighting.
Unfortunately, getting stuck in the first phase is all too common. It is warm and comfortable in the first
phase. "He strikes like *so* and I block like *so*. See? Nothing to it."
It is also tempting as a teacher to simply hand bunkai to students, saying "here! do this!" But once
again this is the path of least resistance; one that leads to little investigation of the core concepts
traditional styles are trying to teach.

The Hard, Messy, Frustrating Way to Learn Bunkai
To turn bunkai into ti chi ki (or "what the hand is doing") you have to engage in building and
rebuilding. By that I mean slowly (very slowly) analyzing what your techniques are doing and what
opponents could be doing. Instead of a single solution to a single problem, concepts like distance,
timing, and scenario are factored into the equation. You also must look at where exactly you could be
striking, grabbing, twisting, or throwing. As you can imagine, there are a lot of possibilities.
Going slowly and methodically like this leads to memory overload. In fact, it is not unusual for a
practitioner to forget what they did at the beginning of a kata by the time they get to the end. The
reason for this is the extreme concentration the person is putting on every single technique. At first it
seems like you might be running into the same memorization problem as before, but in fact its due to
an excess of learning as opposed to simply forgetting what you generally do.
With this messy version of bunkai, progress always seems slow. What you discover one week can be
gone the next. To make matters worse, there might be different bunkai partners who offer various
height, weight, and intensity challenges.
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The Payoff
If learning bunkai and ti chi ki like this is so unpleasant, then why do it? The answer is long-term
payoff. By examining techniques individually and presenting yourself with constantly shifting
situations, you are forced to analyze all aspects of the technique. For example, sometimes a block can
be a block, but other times it can be a strike. Other times it can be a joint lock. When, where, and how is
for you to discover through trial and error.
Eventually, through this practice, techniques and situations will become 'familiar'. Pieces of kata will
start to remind you of other pieces in other kata and connections between the techniques can be made.
Instead of "if person A does this person B does this", you can begin to see "here is how my body will
naturally react with an appropriate technique."
Taking time to fail and try new things is the best way to really learn a kata. It is also one of the most
effective ways to shift kata from a mechanized workout to a live, ever-changing platform to explore
technique.
Remember - a technique is more than just how it looks at the end. There is space, time, and events
occuring between stances and punches. Find out what's going on!
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An Exploration of the Traditional
Martial Mind
I recently encountered a work of remarkable clarity and impact. If you have a chance, please indulge
this lengthy post as I believe the subject matter resonates in an important way with the growth and life
of traditional martial artists.
First, allow me to provide you with a list of human characteristics. Consider
them out of context:
* Being capable of self motivation and assessment
* Being inclined to set challenging goals and work patiently toward them
* Having the ability to create impact and influence, affecting change in others
* Having a high skillset for pattern recognition and mental retention
* Being able to analyze and anticipate actions and situations
* Having self confidence and a sense of persistence in the face of difficulty
Would you agree that this is an excellent list of abilities for martial artists?
Would you also agree that acquiring these traits is crucial for long term success in the arts, and
something that many traditional schools focus on?
I think they are, personally.
But the catch is I didn't create this list, nor was it designed for martial artists. Instead, these were
factors that scientist Daniel Goleman found amongst successful people in the competitive business
marketplace. Furthermore, he determined that IQ alone was not enough to bring about these
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characteristics; the true mark of exceptional individuals was their emotional and social intelligence (EQ
and SQ).
But what is emotional and social intelligence, if it is so important? The short answer is this: emotion al
intelligence is the awareness and ability to manage one's emotions in a healthy and productive
manner. Social intelligence is the ability to cope and adapt to a group environment and interact with
other individuals. But, as you might suspect, they both run much deeper than that.
Goleman suggests that being able to assess and improve your EQ and SQ can substantially alter (and
improve) your ability to thrive in the modern world. He also believes that there are existing practices
(like meditation) that are invaluable to the process of improvement.
Some people are born with high emotional and social intelligence, but the majority aren’t.
Furthermore, we live in a culture that places a low premium on compassion and happiness (hallmarks
of high emotional intelligence), and instead focus on financial success and pleasure.
Watch Dr. Goleman's intriguing video to fully understand his research into EQ and SQ. It's about an
hour, but if you can find the time (sacrifice that episode of big brother!), I think you'll find it
worthwhile. The rest of this post isn't dependent on you watching the full video, but it will help. To learn more
about Daniel's theories and work, check out his books on Emotional Intelligence and Social Intelligence.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hoo_dIOP8k
We all agreed (didn't we?) that the traits listed at the beginning of this article are extremely desirable
for martial artists. In order to attain those and many other valuable attributes, we have to improve our
emotional and social intelligence. Although the studies presented in the video focus on meditation
(which we will dive into later), it is my belief that traditional martial arts can satisfy the same needs,
and build in combination with that a means for physical growth.
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(body, mind, and spirit).

Let's Start With The Obvious...
Here's something you already know - martial arts can make you fit. Training involves every muscle
group and challenges your body in ways that no weight machine could. Furthermore, you can learn
how to defend yourself and stay alive (and last time I talked to Darwin, that's the fastest track to
success in life).
But what you might not know is that physical activity is also good for neurogenesis. Contrary to
popular belief, the human brain has the ability to create new neurons and braincells throughout
adulthood. Healthy physical activity aids in neural production, along with releasing endorphins and
providing natural avenues for stress release.
More to the point in this particular context, traditional training provides you with a way to confront
stressful and dangerous situations.
As Dr. Goleman explains, the amygdala is the emotional
center for the human flight/fight/freeze response. As he puts
it, "the amygdala is a hair trigger". When presented with a
stressful situation, the amygdala triggers the hypothalamic
pituitary adrenal access and causes us to revert back to our
primal instincts. When something is perceived as very
urgent, we suffer what's called an "amygdala hijack", and
often wind up reacting in ways we never thought we would
(think 'scared stiff', or 'blind rage').
When suffering from an amygdala hijack, a person is rarely
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in complete control of their emotional and cognitive abilities. Their capacity to make rational decisions
is greatly diminished and the time it takes to create good solutions is slowed dramatically.
That being said, the amygdala isn't alone in the decision making process of the brain. When it creates
an emotional impulse, that impulse is sent to the Prefrontal Cortex (as shown in the picture above).
The PFC assesses any other external stimuli in the area, checks in with the IQ and other rational parts
of the brain, and ultimately creates a decision.
What determines how well a person is able to act under stressful circumstances is how well they can
handle amygdala hijacks and utilize their own brain structure to it's optimum capability.
When analyzing the communication between the amygdala and the PFC, it's important to distinguish
between the left and right PFC lobes.
If during an amygdala hijack the right lobe of the PFC becomes
heavily engaged, a person is likely to fall into a state of depression,
anxiety, fear, or panic. On the contrary, if the left lobe is utilized,
they will feel in control, centered, focused, and confident. The left
hemisphere has natural amygdala inhibitors which regulate input
and allow a person to behave much more effectively.
As you can imagine, the more left-dominant you are, the more
stable and "emotionally intelligent" you can be. To put it in a
martial art perspective, the less gripped with fear/doubt you are,
the better your body can utilize its techniques and make sound decisions. Any veteran of sparring can
tell you that panic is the quickest way to defeat. Just imagine how valuable quick thinking, emotional
control, and a quiet mind could be in a martial environment.
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As stated earlier, few people are born left dominant (although those that are can consider themselves
lucky). In fact every person has a natural resting rate of right-to-left dominance. People that are right
dominant are often diagnosed with clinical depression. The desire, therefore, is to be as left as possible.
the good news is this - the brain has something called neuroplasticity. That means the actual neuron
structure of the brain can be molded and changed. In order to use neuroplasticity to improve left PFC
functioning, individuals need to practice and actively engage in activities that shift their neural
structure from right-usage to left.
As I mentioned, meditation is often considered one of the top pract ices for achieving just that...but how
did the scientists come to such a conclusion? Research has revealed two main human tendencies that
build good neural structure:
1. Self Awareness and Mastery. This entails the confronting and analyzing of negative emotions when
they occur, and understanding that decision-making is a combination of external stimuli and
emotional training. In essence, what Bong Soo Han stated in the book "Zen in the Martial Arts": "you
cannot run away from fear in the dojang".
2. Managing Emotions. When negative emotions do arise, the properly trained mind can integrate and
handle those emotions. The leftside PFC can inhibit otherwise detrimental cases of agitation,
impulsivity, and flash anger. Or, as one very well known karateka put it: "the karateist who has given
the necessary years of exercise and meditation is a tranquil person. He is unafraid. He can be calm in a
burning building.” – Mas Oyama

An Example!
Let's put it all together. If the amygdala is shooting out uninhibited negative impulses, the PFC cannot
be free to analyze a situation in a healthy, effective way. There can be no focus on the primary goal at
hand.
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If in a fight one competitor is 85% preoccupied with the fear of getting struck and the other competitor
is only 5% distracted, you can be certain that the competitor with 95% focus on his objective will have a
significant edge. Even if the fearful practitioner is stronger and faster, he will be constantly behind the
decision cycle (or OODA Loop) of the better practitioner.
You may like the idea of a calm, left PFC mind (aka mushin), but if you are a fretful, right-dominant
person, you cannot achieve the skill you see in others who are further along the martial path. In order
to achieve your maximum efficiency and enter a flow state - you must shift your training to coincide
with the idea of producing high levels of emotional and social intelligence.

Social Intelligence
We talked about the emotional side of things, but what of the social? What does being able to network
at a party have to do with becoming a better traditional martial artist and person?
In a work environment, like where Dr. Goleman gave his
presentation, the benefits of social intelligence are obvious you can interact, discuss, and debate with your coworkers in
a productive manner. But in regards to the combative arts,
being able to read the intentions of opponents is just as
critical as knowing how to punch.
We hear a lot about the 'sixth sense' developed by martial
art adepts. The ability to read opponents and get inside their
head. Dr. Goleman presents a more tangible but equally
astounding version of that concept. He explains that we all have "an array of neurons that allow us to
mirror what another person is doing, feeling, or intending." Known as mirror neurons, these small
fibers play a big role in the overall behavior of every human.
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Goleman gives an example in his speech: whenever a zoo attendee raised his arm to lick an ice cream
cone near a captive monkey, the neuron in charge of that monkey's arm would fire. The monkey saw
what was happening and experienced a simultaneous mental reaction. This phenomena can occur in
situations as subtle as perceived emotion or intent.
Now let's put it into a martial context:
"You and your opponent are one. There is a coexisting relationship between you. You coexist with your opponent
and become his complement, absorbing his attack and using his force to overcome him." - Bruce Lee
"When someone hits you, he is extending his ki toward you and it starts to flow when he thinks he will hit you –
even before his body moves. His action is directed by his mind." - Aikido Adept in 'Zen in the Martial Arts'
Developing sensitivity to our own social 'pangs', and having a quiet enough mind to hear it, can
benefit in remarkable ways.

If You Don't Got It, How Do You Get It??
Like I mentioned above, very few people come readily equipped with a left PFC mind and social
acuity. It takes practice and development. One of the best ways to train, according to Dr. Goleman and
Dr. Richard Davidson, is meditation (I told you we'd dive more into it!).
While Dr. Goleman touches on the concept, it is Dr. Davidson that provided strong, breakthrough
evidence that the lifestyle of Tibetan Monks produces huge advancements in left PFC activity,
emotional and social brilliance, and overall mental excellence.
If you'd like to view Dr. Davidson's work for yourself, check out his speech entitled "Be Happy Like a Monk"
(Part 1 here, Part 2 here, Q&A here).
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Davidson gathered roughly a dozen extremely qualified monks (ranging between 10,000 and 62,000
hours of meditative practice each) and hooked them up to complex brain scanning equ ipment. He then
monitored their activity when in various forms of meditation, ranging from seated zazen to other
(unspecified) methods. He also subjected them to emotional stimuli such as the sound of babies
laughing or women screaming in terror.
Davidson was able to watch the function of their brains and how
they reacted and recovered to startling "events". The results were
undeniable - left PFC activity was sky high, and their brain structure
was able to recover and adapt to unpleasant stimuli much faster
than a normal person.
Just as astounding was a find mentioned by Dr. Goleman - new
meditation practitioners experienced improvement in their left PFC
circuitry in as quickly as 8 weeks.
It can be said confidently that meditation, whether inside or outside a belief system (meditation is not
necessarily connected to religion), can be extremely beneficial. But what about the skills of a martial
artist...what about MOBILE meditation?

Getting Down To Brass Tax - The Ancient Wisdom of
Old Style Training
Have you ever heard the idea that kata (and other martial practices) can be used as mobile meditation?
Once a karateka practices a kata thousands of times, the moves become ingrained in muscle memory
and no conscious thought is needed at all. The person's mind is free to visualize, focus, or do nothing.
Could it be possible that the phenomenal mental gains of meditation can be combined with the
physical benefits of martial training, creating a perfect breeding ground for personal development? I
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can't say for sure because I am not a master of anything. But I would like to offer up some comparisons
that you may find convincing.
In his book "My Journey with the Grandmaster", Sensei Bill Hayes discusses a time in which he
experienced what I consider high level meditation and even enlightenment through kata.
A brief summary: Bill Hayes found himself in a foul mood one night, and on his way to training he could tell his
motivation and balance were off. Upon arriving he decided to spend time alone in a small dojo aside his
instructor's main dojo. He sat down dejected, but soon after, his Sensei Eizo Shimabukuro appeared in the
doorway and told him to do kata Sanchin. In an unspoken way he suggested that it might help with whatever was
clearly ailing Mr. Hayes. Shimabukuro Sensei then left.
Although he wasn't sure why he was doing it, Sensei Hayes faithfully stood up and began his practice. He
practiced, and practiced, and practiced. Eventually he found his mind and attitude melting away into the kata,
and he experienced a level of mental and emotional acuity that he had previously never felt.
******************
One of the strange side effects Dr. Davidson found in the monks he tested was a lessening in pain
aversion. He stated: "although it may seem masochistic, they learned to love the pain". Similarly, Bill
Hayes said this about his Sanchin experience: "I watched my body turn when it was supposed to turn
and even the muscular aches caused by the constant tensing and retensing of my body seemed to bring
me pleasure and then float away." This also speaks to the out-of-body-experience described by many
meditative practitioners.
Hayes Sensei also stated: "[After many repetitions] I had more energy than when I had first started the
kata. That had never happened before but Osensei had mentioned that such a thing was good. I was
strangely happy inside. I started to grin as I did the kata. then I laughed out loud. I could hardly hear
myself due to the high winds, but I could not contain my happiness." This resonates with Dr.
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Goleman's experience when he encountered a monk named Yongey Mingyur Rinpoche: "[Rinpoche]
told me he was in the middle of a shower – but not in the usual sense. The shower, he told me, had run
out of hot water midway. When he called the front desk, he was told to wait several minutes and there
would be more hot water. In this situation, I probably would have been peeved. But as Rinpoche told
me this, he was laughing and laughing." Seemingly strange bouts of joyfulness overtook both men in
situations where normal people might feel dejected.
If we combine the out-of-body autonomy of Sensei Hayes's movements with his emotional
transformation, we arrive at what Joe Hyams (author of "Zen in the Martial Arts") considers to be a
core meditative paradigm: "The zen of martial arts deemphasizes the power of the intellect and extols
that of intuitive action. Its ultimate aim is to free the individual from anger, illusion, and false passion".
As most karate practitioners know, Sanchin is a heavy breathing kata. While many times the breathing
is hard and rather aggressive, it doesn't have to be. In fact, focus on breath is one of the most effective
ways to center and balance oneself. As Joe Hyams says: "I have found the [zen breathing] technique
especially useful in stressful or anxiety-provoking situations when my breathing becomes irregular
and fear distorts orderly thought processes, which tend to immobilize both my body and mind." I can't
say for certain that Hayes Sensei was performing zen breathing, but he certainly was using breathing
as a focus mechanism, which invariably had the same positive effects on him that Hyams suggests. In
Hyams description we can almost read a line-by-line protocol for switching the brain from right PFC to
left.
Some readers may still be a little unsure about how such a sedated activity like seated meditation can
possibly be relevant to the rigorous mindset of a karateka.
Consider this explanation from Dr. Davidson: "Meditation is a broad term,
much like 'sports'. Meditation can mean different things. Among the experts
that we tested, rather than a slowing of the brainwaves we actually see a
speeding up. The gamma signal is the fastest brain rhythm recorded in the
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human brain. It’s associated with focused attention and alertness. Rather than producing a
physiological subdued state its rather a state of very active acuity and alertness and awakeness."
During his repetition, Bill Hayes stated that he was eventually able to focus on a single pinpoint in the
room which grew and surrounded him. His consciousness zeroed in, but was ultimately able to branch
out and awaken to his entire surroundings. This mindfulness of 'one-thing-but-everything' is mirrored
in a piece of advice given by Bruce Lee: "concentrate all the energy of the body and mind on one
specific target or goal at a time. The secret of kime is to exclude all extraneous thoughts, thoughts that
are not concerned with achieving your immediate goal". The extraneous thoughts that Bruce
mentioned are exactly the kind of rogue impulses a right PFC would fixate on.
To bring things back full circle, Goleman originally stated in his video that meditation can increase left
PFC activity and ultimately improve the disposition and emotional intelligence of a person, who will
then have a better chance at succeeding in the work place (and in life). Bill Hayes, after listening to his
Sensei and pursuing the ways of introspective kata, experienced Goleman's kind of results: "over the
course of my tours on Okinawa the grandmaster designated me the dojo dai sempai (senior student)
and even presented me with promotion certificates, things I had never sought. The marine corps
assigned me ever more challenging duties and I did well enough to be selected for higher ranks and
assignments, I had begun a process of personal emancipation and metamorphosis".

Wrapping Together
The mind is a complex place, but we are slowly starting to unlock its secrets. The more we press
forward, the more the wisdom of our ancestors is becoming evident.
A keen, emotionally stable mind requires strong left PFC connections. In order to build those
connections, people should engage in activities like meditation. In order to physically survive the
rigors of both meditation and life, people also require activities like martial arts training. Include a
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need for social intelligence and ethical wherewithal and you would need a very complex, yet simple
system to bring everything together.
It's my opinion that traditional martial arts training is that system...if we can appreciate it and use it to
its fullest capacity.
*****************
Sun Tzu: "To win one hundred victories in one hundred battles is not the highest skill. To subdue the enemy
without fighting is the highest skill."
Dr. Goleman: "If we have a very well groomed left prefrontal cortex, we can spread feelings [of joy, comradery,
and understanding] throughout our day. We can use emotional and social intelligence to stay ahead of conflict”.
Funakoshi Gichin: "You may train for a long, long time, but if you merely move your hands and feet and jump
up and down like a puppet, learning karate is not very different from learning to dance. You will never have
reached the heart of the matter; you will have failed to grasp the quintessence of karate-do.”
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How to Learn Kata Faster
My style, Okinawa Kenpo, has a hefty amount of kata. The late Seikichi Odo Sensei was a renowned
collector of forms and worked hard to preserve much of Okinawa's fighting culture. On top of that, he
combined Shigeru Nakamura's karate with a kobudo program collected from some of the great
weapon practitioners on the island. All in all, there are 21 open hand kata and 30 weapon kata. 51.
yikes.
The big, gaping, obvious problem with soo many kata is
actually twofold:

1. Learning the kata and keeping them in your brain
2. Learning them with any amount of depth and significance
It's all too easy in traditional, kata-oriented styles to create a
mental kata checklist. In order to progress in rank or status,
one could easily get swept up in squirreling away kata just
for the sake of having them. Instead of focusing on the true
intent of the form, it becomes: "Yep, know that one. Yep, know that one. Ohhh - I need this one for my
next rank", and so on.
A compounded problem on top of kata-gathering is never learning anything more than base-level
bunkai (or no bunkai at all). Deep, introspective analysis of each kata takes years of focus on what the
form is doing and how it can work for each of our specific body types (and against various body
types). We then need to take those concepts and apply them in our two-man drills and sparring.
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The obvious solution to these problems is simply to learn less kata, right? Not so fast. We have a giri to
our instructors to pass on the knowledge they passed to us. In the specific case of Okinawa Kenpo, it
would be an affront to Seikichi Odo and Shigeru Nakamura to pick and choose which of their kata we
want to keep. So, how can we reconcile learning a large number of kata with learning them well?
The answer is simple to state but difficult to pull off - increase our ability to learn.
It is possible to learn better. Some people think that since kata doesn't stick well with them that it will
never stick well. That's not true, and over the years I've noticed certain practices and methods that
have helped me and others learn forms more effectively. The following are some steps you can try in
order to increase both the speed and depth of your kata absorption (nothing here is prescriptive - just
some ideas I've stumbled upon while teaching and learning).

Assess Your Innate Abilities
Before anything can be done, you have to accurately assess your own situation. There are internal
factors involved in learning kata that a lot of people don't realize. For example:
* What is your average level of stress? Higher stress levels can cause you to focus on your stressors
instead of what is being taught. Some people have the ability to leave their day-to-day life at the dojo
door. That helps them focus on the here and now. Some people have a harder time with that.
* What is your age? With age comes maturity, but also a higher degree of difficulty for memorization.
Younger children have a natural ability to internalize what they see, which is why preteens and teens
can sometimes pick up kata faster than mature adults. On the other hand, adults have the bonus of
being able to focus themselves through self discipline.
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* Has memorization been a strength or weakness for you? Different people have different levels of
recall. Some people can sponge up what they see, while others feel like they have to chisel new
information through a mental brick wall.
* Are you a visual or explanatory learner? When trying to learn
something, do you pick up more by simply stepping back and watching,
or by interacting with the instructor and discussing the details? Most
people benefit from both but tend to favor one over the other.
Once you have an accurate self assessment, you can set realistic goals
and decide how much effort you'll need to put into each kata you want
to learn.

Keep It Simple, Take it Slow
The first tip here is a basic one - keep things simple. Kata are filled with
intricacies and subtle movements, but if you try to focus on those too
early you'll hamper your ability to see the big picture. It's natural to want to put the same amount of
power and focus into your techniques that you see the advanced students use, but that tends to be
counter-productive. Instead, take it really slow and analyze what you're doing. Make sure your basics
are in good working order because that is the most important building block to any good kata.
One reason why so many instructors harp on kihon (basics) is that you can free your mind from it
during kata practice. The more you have to ask yourself about stances, the more you'll distract yourself
from the basic kata performance. Take things slow, be mindful of the techniques, and relax.

Find The Patterns
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Most kata are pattern oriented; It's your job to find that pattern and create mental Cliffsnotes for
yourself. One of the biggest mental hurdles to overcome when performing a new kata is that timeless
self question: "ohh crap, what's next?"
One great way to keep things straight is to give yourself directional help.
For example, in kata Ananku in Okinawa Kenpo, you go straight, left, right, back, straight.
Ok, not too hard. Next is 45-degree left, 45-degree right, straight, and back.
To finish, go 45-degree right, 45-degree left.
At first glance that might seem a little tricky, but if you spent 5 minutes reading and re-reading what I
just wrote, you'd have it. With that in your pocket, you would have created a mental scaffold upon
which to put your techniques. And just like with mnemonic devices, a little trigger can go a long way.

Are you Piecemeal or Whole Thing?
There are two main ways kata can be taught - all at once, or piece by piece. Generally, when people
experience both of these styles, they gravitate towards one or the other. Some people like to repeat the
beginning of a kata over and over again until they have it cold, then move on to the next section.
Others like to do the whole kata, letting pieces slide into their consciousness. Think of it this way:
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With the stacking toy on the left, each ring must be inserted in order. The focus must b e on the largest
ring first, then the next largest, and so on until the toy is complete. The jigsaw, on the other hand, can
be put together erratically. The puzzle builder doesn't really know how it will come together, but he
does know his end goal is to get all the pieces in place.
To learn kata more effectively, you have to figure out through trial-and-error which method appeals to
your brain.

Ask Questions
There always seems to be certain pieces of kata that trip us up. It's not necessarily the same part for
everyone, but we all fall victim to this phenomenon from time to time. A great way to overcome these
brain fades is to ask questions about the particular series causing trouble. Ask either about the
performance of the move itself, or what that move might mean. This is doubly beneficial because you
are getting an early peek at bunkai while at the same time connecting the technique in your mind to a
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specific explanation. The next time that particular series in the kata roles around, you'll have a very
specific memory to attach to it.
Another reason to ask questions is that it will elicit further explanation and demonstration from the
instructor. By being able to watch your troublesome portion again and again, you can better burn it
into your mind. Furthermore, when doing the kata together, your instructor will likely watch you
more intently during your rough patch, making corrections that he might have otherwise overlooked.

Rote Repetition
I think this is the most important but also the least popular piece of advise: utilize repetition.
Repetition can be boring, tedious, fatiguing, and generally blah, but there is no better tool for
committing kata to memory. If you do one kata for two-three hours using some of the principles I've
described above, you could potentially walk home with a new kata in hand.
During your repetitious training, don't forget to give yourself breaks. It can be a physical break (going
and grabbing water), or mental break (training other kata that you already have). These breaks will
allow your mind to reset and rest. There is such a thing as over-practice, even for kata, so pacing is
important.

In The Dojo, In the Dojo, At Home
A lot of times people have two different mental realms - inside the dojo and outside. Once you leave
the dojo, you'll be very tempted to start thinking about other real-wordly things like work, kids,
school, etc. That's why there is one important thing to remember - after you've done your repetition in
the dojo, don't forget to try the kata once at home before yo u go to bed. Your brain has done a hard
reset from dojo exercise, and the true test of internalization is if the kata is still in there.
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If you're feeling energetic, try your kata the next morning after sleep has taken your mind even further
away from training.
Ultimately, once you study kata for long enough and if you take the time to delve deep into bunkai
and application, you'll start to understand the root concepts that make kata what they are. Once you
sink that deep, you'll be able to rely on that knowledge to augment the learning of any new kata you
encounter. So, in that sense, learning kata actually gets easier as you go. Stick with it, and do your best!
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Do All Martial Artists Love
Violence?
A lot of people are surprised when I tell them that I don't derive
great pleasure from hurting others.
They're also skeptical when I say they don't need to love violence
to join a martial art.
In conversation I never debate if martial arts are violent (they are)
or if there are violent martial artists (there are). Instead I suggest
that you needn't be driven by bloodlust to get extraordinary value out of training.
Unfortunately, in the world we live in, violence can be thrust on us at any given moment. Whether we
like it or not, we can find ourselves in altercations, scrapes, and even life-threatening situations. The
two options we have are to depend on the ability of others to help us (like police, security, etc) and to
prepare ourselves as best as possible.
In feudal era Japan, a lot of martial art activity involved the desire to kill. A Samurai often increased
his status and the prestige of his sword style by dispatching other worthy opponents. This became
even more prevalent after the Warring States Period (when most soldiers and Samurai had constant
conflict to worry about as opposed to focusing on duels).
Nowadays the closest thing we have (thankfully) is Ultimate Fighting.
Martial arts are still a tool of war, just ask the marine corp, but they are
also a method of civilian self defense. The shift has been made from
glory-through-killing to life preservation.
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I'm tempted to liken our situation as civilian martial artists to that of the old Okinawans. The
Okinawans were simple farmers, fisherman, etc who developed karate and kobudo as a means to
defend themselves with what they had: farming tools and their wits. If a ronin or pirate were to start
trouble in their village, the Karateka did what he had to do to eliminate that threat.
I'm tempted to compare us to them - but it's not the same. The Okinawan Karateka were civilians,
policemen, judges, doctors, and spiritual guides all rolled up into one. We are civilians through-andthrough and have a deluge of laws to live by. Although I feel as strongly as anyone that we must do all
we can to protect ourselves and the ones we love, there are gradations to violence and repercussions
that we have to face.

So What Are We?
We are law abiding individuals who realize that the severity of life and death still plays a roll in our
lives. Guns make the line of survival only a hairsbreadth wide. That's not a comforting thought, but
what can we do? We can't pack heat all the time - even gun enthusiasts with licenses to conceal can be
caught unawares or unprepared. What we do have is martial arts and they are just as crucial for people
who abhor violence as those that love it.
One thing that does concern me is the amount of individuals I hear talking about how much they love
to fight/spar, and what a thrill it is to knock someone out. Of course I understand the feeling of
empowerment a good technique or strike can give, but I don't believe causing aggressive dysfunction
in another person's body should be thrilling, nor should it inspire unwarranted confidence in ability.
The most effectively violent practitioners I have met are also the most reserved. Their abilities have to
be used with care and control in a realistic environment. If that sounds like a tough mixture to obtain care and control plus realistic aggression - it is. Damn tough, but worth it.
I think a lot of people (including myself) ask themselves from time to time - am I the right kind of
person to be studying a combat art? Shouldn't it be left to someone bigger, tougher, stronger, better?
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The answer is no - you need to train and the rest of us need you to train. The people in command of
any given situation need to be those that understand and respect violence; those that can use it, but
don't want to. In a world that can snatch everything away quicker than a heartbeat, it is up to each of
us to do our best to persevere.
Train if the thought of violence unsettles you - train harder if it makes you shudder.
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Learning vs “Debunking” (and
How to Peek Over Your Wall)
I used to be a debunker. It was an attempt at establishing some form of self identity. When I saw a
Taekwondo fighter doing high kicks I would think to myself: "see that's not practical for the street. His
groin is open and he might slip." Debunked. Next.
If I saw someone who liked to go to the ground I would assure myself: "see that's a mistake because there
might be other bad guys. You never want to go to the ground if you can avoid it. Besides, that statistic about
90% of all fights going to the ground is greatly exaggerated." Debunked. I win.
Even though my analysis had merit, I was using it as an excuse to close my mind. I was scared of the
vastness and complexity of the martial arts. Instead of trying to learn about people and styles that I
had no experience in, I simply chose to dismiss them.
In our martial training, there is a great fog to wade through. The fog is there because we each have to
develop as individuals and complete artists. Some people choose not to explore, and decide simply to
build walls around themselves based on the limited knowledge they have. This shields them from the
uncertainty and scope of martial exploration. A few years ago I started constructing my walls, but I'd
like to explain how I ultimately decided to tear them down (and how you can too).
Despite the closed-mindedness I displayed in
previous years, I'm not angry at myself. I was young
both in age and experience and it is impossible to
understand the martial arts in a broad sense early on.
In fact, comprehending how all the martial arts work
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together is one of the great ongoing challenges that I don't think I'll ever truly lock down.
I'm not angry because I was able to eventually turn my debunking habits into healthy learning (which
we will slowly define). A couple of factors helped me turn that corner. First, I took on a full time
teaching role at a young age. Just as my walls started to go up, I was forced to discuss concepts with
students much more world experienced than me. All of my concrete solutions had to stand up to their
inquiries and stories about how real violence happened to them. Since I was young, I didn't have all
the answers already planned out, as opposed to someone well entrenched in their box.
Second, I was an avid reader. Even though I started as most people do with pop culture books and
movies (Enter the Dragon, The Princess Bride, etc), I quickly switched over to instructional books.
Some books spoke to me immediately, like "Living the Martial Way". Other books utterly confused me,
in a good way, like "Book of Five Rings".
Third, through our annual training events, I was exposed to real practitioners of different styles. I got
to see (and still do get to see) top martial artists go about their business and explain their concepts. It
was through one of the seminars by George Alexander and Rick Zondlo that I ultimately decided to
study swordsmanship, which has been invaluable in increasing my awareness of the broader aspects
of martial art technique and mindset.
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Emptying the Cup
Joe Hyams tells an excellent story in his book "Zen in the Martial Arts". I'd like to take a quick excerpt.
This is a story Bruce Lee told Joe during their first training session together:
"Let me tell you a story my sifu told me. It is about the Japanese Zen master who received a university professor
who came to inquire about Zen. It was obvious to the master from the start of the conversation that the professor
was not so much interested in learning about Zen as he was in impressing the master with his own opinions and
knowledge. The master listened patiently and finally suggested they have tea. The master poured his visitor's cup
full and then kept on pouring.
The professor watched the cup overflowing until he could no longer restrain himself. 'The cup is overfull, no
more will go in.'
'Like this cup, you are full of your own opinions and speculations. How can I show you Zen unless you first
empty your cup?'" - Zen in the Martial Arts
When I was debunking people, it was because my cup was full of my own opinions. True learning is
allowing yourself to empty that cup and honestly listen to other people. Of course, that doesn't mean
you have to blindly accept what's given to you.
"This does not mean that Bruce prevented me from applying a critical mind to his teaching. In fact, he welcomed
discussion, even argument. But when challenged too long on a point his reply was always, 'at least empty your
cup and try.'"
I still think my evaluations about taekwondo and ground fighting had merit. Kicking high DOES open
up your groin, and is risky on certain surfaces. But what if you have an opponent who constantly
keeps his guard down. Wouldn't it be nice to have a devastating high technique to finish things
quickly? Furthermore, who walks around on ice and slippery gravel all day?
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If given the option, I wouldn't want to take a fight to the ground. It's risky because there might be
other assailants to deal with, and room for proper ground technique is always a factor. However,
sometimes you aren't given an option. If you get bull rushed from behind and end up on the ground,
no amount of straight punch practice is going to get you out of that situation.

Learning Means a Critical But Open Mind
It's my belief that every practitioner should try to learn with an empty cup. It can be very scary to do
so because the realm of martial arts is so vast. It takes decades to become competent in just one style,
let along being open to other styles. There is also the risk of becoming too eclectic and 'watering down'
your core style. This occurs when people loss the ability to separate the original intent of their style
with their own personal findings (or if they are trying to make up their own system).
I believe having a core style, and being faithful to it, is critical to success. However, in my personal
experience, considering outside sources has served to strengthen my good techniques and improve my
bad ones along with broadening my general comprehension. Using a critical mind to assess both the
valuable and not-so-valuable in other methods has actually increased my ability to spot nonsense in
the arts, as opposed to making me blind to it.

Why the Walls?
Why is it so common and easy for martial artists to put up walls?
The first reason is sheer laziness. The less we have to think about other stuff the better. Why not just
take what's spoon fed to us and accept it as 'the best' way to do whatever?
The second is fear. Fear that years spent in training might have been a waste. That the ultim ate
techniques promised early on aren't going to be delivered as neatly as advertised, and that there may
have to be a starting over - an emptying of the cup.
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The third is business. Many school owners are relying on profits coming in from students, so why
would they bother to send those students elsewhere to learn? If they promise the moon and stars, then
the student will likely stick around for awhile before getting bored and moving on (or drinking the
koolaid completely and staying for the long haul).
Finally, martial arts is an absurdly political realm. People's egos demand that they stand apart from
everyone else, and that their method for doing things is unequivocally better than every other way.
They simply can't bring themselves to admit that someone else might know better. Or, if there are
other practitioners who are their "enemies", they might disparage that style just to get back at the
individual.
It's messy, but you don't have to contribute to the mess. Use an open mind toward other martial artis ts
and respect what they have to say, even if you come to the ultimate conclusion that you don't intend to
agree with their opinions. Recognize bogus martial arts for what they are, but be careful not to dismiss
foreign concepts before you've given them an honest shake.
Ultimately you might come to agree with something I believe - the fog is the fun part!
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The Bad Habits of Sweat
Hard work has always gone hand in hand with martial arts training. In fact, the term "Kung Fu"
literally means "hard work", with the term "Wushu" being a more accurate name for the Chinese art
studied today.
Effort put into the martial arts often pays dividends that surprise people. A release of endorphins and
natural stress relief are two common byproducts that leave practitioners thinking 'yea, I could do this
every week!' Many teachers run rigorous sessions (especially at Gasshuku) in order to test the will and
spirit of students, bringing them together and promoting strength of character.
So evident are the benefits of sweating and working out that sometimes we forget to do anything else.

The Cult of Sweat
Some people are naturally sweaty and start perspiring during the walk from the porch to the car. They
can't help it and it really has little bearing on their level of endurance. Even still, there seems to be a
cult of sweat, as if the salty liquid were knowledge itself pouring out of the body.
The following individual, Ernie-San, is a respectable martial artist as far as I can tell. He has traveled to
Okinawa for Gasshuku and in order to protect the lessons taught through his style he opts not to
record the actual training. He did, however, record his badge of honor:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdB6Gp2sa1E
His sense of humor is fun and all that, but you can really tell that sweat is worth more than currency to
him. I wonder - did Ernie-San get to probe the deep understanding and complex knowledge of the
instructors, or did he spend most of his time busting his butt, site -seeing, and then going home.
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Many times Okinawan instructors will give western students what they want - a rigorous run-through,
more material, and a certificate of whatever (not saying this is Ernie-San's case, just a general truth). It
simply isn't worth the instructor's time to show the cultural details and deep subtleties that take long
hours of contemplation and investigation. It's much easier to make visitor's sweat, work
kata/basics/drills, and send them on their way.

Workout, Workout, Think About It
Basics are the key to any quality martial artist. Constant routine and repetition can make a person
'brilliant at the basics', as Bill Hayes Sensei likes to say. Drills, kihon, kata, bag work, etc drive much of
martial arts training, no matter what style. Unfortunately many people believe that repetition alone is
going to grant them deeper martial understanding. Albert Einstein once famously defined "Insanity" as
"doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results". The same is true for
martial arts.
To truly improve in significant ways, practitioners have to learn about how their body moves and how
they can effect results in other people. A straight punch is just a straight punch until you learn kime.
The punch changes once you learn angling. It changes again once you improve your timing. Then it
needs to be combined with kyusho, tuite, grappling, etc. That's one technique. Now think about the
spectrum of a whole kata. And that's just in karate terms; each art can be faned out in the same way.
To even begin understanding these ideas and making them a part of your subconscious/effective self,
you need to turn down the sweat for a little while, quiet the noise, and "listen". Listen to techniques,
your body, the opponent's body, and how it all interacts.

How Thinking Can Go Awry
As I said earlier, the workout trap is all too enticing for practitioners.
But the same goes for teachers. It's much easier to run a class where
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you automate students through kata, bag work, and kihon rather than figuring out ways to make each
one actively think and assess themselves.
Unfortunately too much 'thinking' can be a bad thing. An 'armchair sensei' is one who can quote you
techniques, vital points, history, and stories of personal prowess but never seem to get off their can to
actually do some hard work.
Armchair instructors and practitioners (and some soft stylists who rely too much on theory) run into a
common problem - a brush with tough reality. Having trained with a lot of people bigger, tougher, and
better than me, I can tell you that there is no magic bullet or amount of practice with imaginary foes
that can prepare you for the actual striking and manipulating of a resistance opponent.
No bones about it - a strong body with good basics is key, and to get that you have to work hard.

A little Yin With a Little Yang
You gotta have both sweat and contemplation. You need times where you can run your techniques,
but also an opportunity to work slowly and outside the normal confines of your style's structure. You
have to take off the reigns once in awhile and get attacked in unexpected ways to see how your body
will handle itself (and I don't mean sparring, which is a very structured event). You need to feel subtle
movements in your opponent so you can improve your senses and natural reactions.
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Black Belts Don't Sweat
We have a joke in our dojo that 'black belts don't sweat'. It essentially began because my instructor
Rick Zondlo and I are not naturally sweaty people. But what the joke really came to mean is that good
technique happens when you are relaxed and ready, not tense or anxious.
When the body is in a tense state emotionally or physically it sweats; and as we established earlier,
sweating is something many people desire in their training. Ultimately these practitioners end up
cementing bad habits that promote physical and emotional tension rather than eliminating it!
Furthermore, in order to work more muscle groups and get the whole body into the act, they tend to
use more exaggerated actions than is necessary. So an inside block turns into a deep stanced, arm
swinging event rather than a minute body shift and subtle arm movement (breathing and tension kata
notwithstanding of course).
Focus is often misused during these workout states as well. The practitioner is thinking about the
'good burn' they are feeling and how soaked their sweat rag is rather than trying to eliminate wasteful
portions of technique (not to mention the prideful 'I drank X amount of water today' conversation that
always seems to follow).
A prime example of the relaxed body in action takes place during sparring. Have you ever met an
older expert who can spar for an hour only to come away with a moist forehead, rather than being
hunched over, panting and wheezing? These are individuals who have learned to use their body
naturally, only exploding during techniques when the moment is right. Good distancing, angling, and
control of centerline eliminates any sweat-inducing flailing.

Final Thought
There is an old saying that goes: 'don't work harder, work smarter'. For the martial arts, I would
amend that to read: 'don't just work harder, also work smarter'.
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Find people in your dojo who have good ego control and work techniques slowly, under control, and
with no padding. Figure out ways to induce results with a minimum of exertion on your part. Don't
settle for compliant results (especially within arts like aikido that require good ukes); give yourself a
chance to fail and work until you can do good technique on tough opponents that are behaving in
ways not predictable to you.
Sweat itself isn't a problem - it's when sweat (and in a broader sense the workout mindset) becomes
more important than the exploration of the arts themselves.
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How is Your Kata Reading Going?
Over the weekend I had a chance to study with Bill Hayes Sensei, a senior student of Eizo
Shimabukuro. Whenever I get an opportunity to train with Mr. Hayes I am amazed at just how much I
have yet to learn. This weekend he shared a little anecdote which I found intriguing.
To properly preface this story, I need to introduce you to the cast of characters. One day Bill Hayes was
chatting with Jim Logue, a senior student of Taika Seiyu Oyata. Oyata Sensei is the developer of a style
called Ryukyu Kempo, but due to complications, ultimately named his art Ryu Te.

While undoubtedly probing the deepest darkest secrets of karate, Logue and Hayes Senseis eventually
turned to the topic of kata. Logue explained that one time while discussing the transmission and
application of kata with his instructor, Oyata Sensei posed to him a question: "If I give you a book and
you don’t understand it, is it the book’s fault?”
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This wasn't directed at Logue Sensei specifically, but more of an observation about how kata is treated
in general.

The Blaming of Books
In regards to traditional training vs modern methods, kata is the oft mentioned reason for traditional
stodginess and ineffectiveness. Certainly kata can be the cause of those bad things. But what Oyata
Sensei suggested in just a brief thought was that the blame for kata's problems may not necessarily lie
in the kata itself.
A kata is like a book; one that explores the experiences and ideas of warriors from past generations.
They encompass not just rote movements, but core principles that made these classical combatants so
effective. As Hayes Sensei likes to say, "if you read a book many times over many years, the words
never change. But if you are growing, the meaning and understanding of the book will grow with
you."
The understanding of kata is an extraordinarily deep process, made even more complex by generations
of word-of-mouth transmissions and personal interpretations. It took many lifetimes to develop them
into what they are today, and it would take just as many to unravel all of their possibilities. Making
kata effective and valuable is not the kata's responsibility, it is our own.

The Teacher Rosetta Stone
It would be careless to throw a Bible at someone and simply say 'good luck'. It would be even more
careless if that Bible was written in Latin. Students require guidance, a Rosetta Stone in order to have
the best chance possible for extracting true value out of a text.
In martial arts and kata terms, it is the instructor's responsibility to serve as that guide post. A Rosetta
Stone won't translate a book and spoon feed it to someone, but it will provide those critical junctions to
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put the student on the best path possible to understanding. As such, the collaborative effort of both
teacher and student results in deeper and more meaningful understanding of not just the words but
the core meaning as well.
Vigilant effort is required by both students and teachers as they continue to explore the concepts
contained within classical training. The books need to be read, studied, memorized, forgotten, and
read again.
I wish you continued luck and success in your studies!
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The Role of Compassion in the
Martial Arts
People don't often equate the idea of compassion with something as seemingly destructive as martial
arts, but I believe it plays a significant role. We are, after all, dealing with the damage and death of
other human beings.
Right away I'd like to reverse the idea of compassion from what people normally consider. Usually
compassion is seen as a lofty ideal not suitable for real-life self defense. There is no time, as it is argued,
to be toying around with someone who wishes you bodily harm.
There is a rather well known martial artist who goes by the name of Shaka Zulu. History buffs will
immediately recognize that name from the African leader of antiquity, and indeed the modern Shaka
received his "name" from the Zulu tribe. He says this about real life combat:
"He who cannot defend himself owns nothing, not good fortune or even his own life. If you start out
from a weak point in an attack, and a weak point means to me: somebody attacks me with a knife,
and I say 'I'm just gonna control them or disarm them'...no man. That's not my attitude, my attitude
is 'I'm gonna kill you'. And if I see that you can't handle what I got, I will deescalate. But there is no
way I am going to rev myself up from that low point of control to I'm gonna kill you. It's not gonna
happen that way and it's going to take too long to get there. So I start from the top first - I'm gonna
kill you, and if I don't have to, I won't."
Compassion in a confrontation does not mean the initiation of half-hearted, ineffective techniques. It
means having the mastery over yourself to preserve the life of your attacker if possible, and controlling
yourself to do no more damage than is necessary.
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All or Nothing, Revenge, and Lessons Learned
The common mindset among brute martial artists is that a confrontation is all or nothing. If an
assailant afronts a martial artist, no matter what the circumstance or level of violence, the mart ial artist
is then entitled to dismember the aggressor and teach him a lesson for his misconduct. By not striking
first, the martial artist has thus followed the letter of "karate ni senti nashi" (there is no first strike in
karate) and is therefore in the right.
There are other basic motivations that are often cited as 'justifications' for extreme violence. One is
pride, thinly disguised as the foggy concept of Honor. For example, if a "creep" starts to tug and harass
an individual's girlfriend, that person has the right to defend the girlfriend's honor by breaking all of
the harasser's bones. Another example is revenge for some transgression perpetrated in the near or
distant past.
Unfortunately all of these mindsets drastically miss the true purpose of martial arts training. That
purpose is not self defense, or even defense of others, but of life protection.

Life Protection
When properly trained, and at the peak of their capabilities, martial artists have heavy burdens to bear.
They must possess the ability to inflict immediate destruction upon opponents should the situation
mandate it, but also be capable of all gradations of violence below that level. They must feel that they
are accountable for the protection of their own life, the lives around them, and the lives of the
attackers. Therefore, if at any point possible, it is up to them to show compassion and preserve the life
of wayward aggressors.
The reason why traditional martial arts are so complex (some say overly complex), is because the old
masters desired to have the ability to knockout or control opponents with immediate swiftness that
didn't necessarily force a death dealing blow.
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You may be thinking, "Yes that's nice but in this day-and-age you never know when a situation will appear
mild and escalate into a gun or knife attack". That's very true, and also why it is critical to practice the
mindset Chaka Zulu expresses above, and to hone technique to the point of expertise. An unskilled
fighter may have to bludgeon and kill an attacker, when a master could knock him unconscious. The
result of the situation is exactly the same for the defender either way, but drastically different for the
attacker. The brute fighter may call it 'just desserts' for the attacker, but the martial artist seeking life
protection would realize he took a life when it wasn't necessary. If the situation were a military combat
confrontation on the field of battle, the decision process might be more black and white. But civilian
martial arts are not the same as military engagement.
Allow me to illustrate the point with a story from "Karate-Do: My Way of Life", by Funakoshi Gichin
of (what is now) Shotokan Karate:
"One day I went to a poetry-reading party in Tamagawa. Japan, then, was still in a state
of postwar chaos, and people were warned that it was dangerous to walk along at night.
But I decided no one would molest an old man like me, so [after the party] I got off the
train at Otsuka Station and started for home...The incident I am about to relate occurred
somewhere between Otsuka and Hikawashita; it began when a black-clad figure sprang
suddenly out from behind a telephone pole.
"Hey Granddad!" he cried, making a lunge for my umbrella...I realized that he was a
thief but I could also tell, from the tone of his voice, that he was a very amateur one, a
newcomer to the trade, so to speak, trying to pretend that he was tough...
The man snatched my umbrella from my hand, and it looked to me as though he was about to try to hit me with
it. His stance was full of openings, when he swung the umbrella at me, I ducked under and, with my right hand,
took a firm grasp of his testicles. The pain was, I have no doubt, very near unbearable. The umbrella fell to the
ground, and the man himself, after a sudden sharp cry, looked as though he might well pass out.
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Fortunately, a patrolling police officer appeared on the scene, and I released my assailant into his custody. As I
continued on my way, I realized that the would-be robber was almost certainly a veteran recently returned from
some distant front. Jobless, he had decided to rob me on the spur of the moment, and I, also on the spur of the
moment, had done what I constantly tell my young trainees never to do: I had taken the offensive. I did not feel
very proud of myself."
Even as an older gentleman, Funakoshi Sensei was so skilled that he dealt with his assailant quickly
and effectively. Be assured that if Funakoshi had decided to, he could have maimed the young man,
and who would have blamed him? He was being attacked by a youthful tough who also had a
weapon. Funakoshi realized in an instant that a high level of aggression was not necessary to
neutralize the situation effectively. Indeed he was such a harsh critic of violence against others that this
completely viable execution of self defense upset him!
I have no doubt that Funakoshi, looking back, would have advised himself to be more aware. To make
wiser decisions about where to walk and what to avoid. In fact, awareness, presentness, and conflict
resolution skills are all held with the utmost regard in most traditional martial arts. The most
compassionate way to deal with a violent situation is to prevent it from starting (sen sen no sen is not
just a physical concept), even at the sacrifice of ego and pride.

"The Hands is Connected to One's Heart"
Seiyu Oyata Sensei is the headmaster of Ryu Te, a traditional style of karate that features highly
advanced kyusho techniques. Oyata Sensei is painfully capable of inflicting lethal damage, and quick.
However, despite his talent for violence, he had this to say about his own art:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4leeiBNduTY
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"Goshin Jitsu. Your Life, my life, I protect. Life Protection." Oyata Sensei has a way of saying a lot with
a little. Life protection is a pervading mindset in Sensei who still strive for the true meaning of "do",
the way.

The Real World and Compassion
Compassion has no negative effects on real-world self defense. It does not slow down or hinder
technique. The mindset of happo zanshin, of utter dominance is still present. You can do what needs to
be done, even if that means enacting the ultimate penalty on attackers. However compassion is not
only wise from a philisophical standpoint, but a legal one as well.
If Funakoshi Sensei had killed his young assailant, it's difficult to say what fate would have awaited
him. He might have gotten off free, but maybe not. In today's litigious society, you can bet he would
have had serious repercussions to deal with. Those repercussions are something we modern
practitioners of life protection need to keep in mind.
When a conflict first erupts, the law cannot be swimming through your mind as it will slow you down
and make you hesitant. Instinctual technique must kick in through years of hard training. However, if
you can, you must assess the intent of the opponent, the likelihood of other attackers, and the amount
of force needed to put yourself in a position of safety. Consider seriously the options of running away,
of disengaging and using verbal negotiation, or of striking/grappling/bending your opponent into
compliance. No matter what circumstance you are presented with, your mindset is initially the same deadly serious. But by securing the situation as quickly as possible, you get to decide how things end.
And, if you have the stomach for it, you can be compassionate.
* * *
Life protection is heavy. I don't blame anyone for simplifying self defense into: "if someone attacks me,
I'll pummel them until they can't move or breath...because you never know". But one thing I do know
is that the old masters did not think this way, and I personally have decided to seek what they sought.
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The Touch Reflex
Sparring in the dojo often involves ritual and etiquette. For example, competitors may step up to each
other, bow, and touch gloves. They will then assume a safe distance out of striking range from one
another until the round begins. Once told to start, the two fighters will begin the chess match of
distancing, timing, evasion, and striking.
The reason why so many schools approach combat this way is primarily for safety. As most long term
martial artists know, one of the keys to good training is s healthy and happy partner. If sparring were a
constant brawl, training would be significantly slowed or stopped permanently once one participant
got seriously injured.
While safety and tradition are very good, useful things, some realistic aspects of self defense can be
lost in the process. For example, what happens when confrontations start in unexpected ways,
including when an opponent has already made contact with you?
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What is Touch Reflex?
When we spar we often take for granted that we will be focused and ready for the ‘bad guy’, and that
we will have complete control over distance. In reality, that ideal scenario rarely happens so neatly.
There are occasions when we won’t know trouble is coming our way until the perpetrator has put a
hand on us, or begins to reach out with a hand. What we do with our bodies in that first moment of
recognition is called Touch Reflex.
Have you ever been reading or watching TV intently, only to have someone quietly slip up behind you
and tap you on the shoulder? It can be startling, and you may even jump out of surprise. Your body
reacts to sudden stimulus. Many self defense routines have excellent plans for how to deal with
various aggressive movements, but they don’t factor in the need for a spontaneous and natural
reaction.
Training touch reflex from a martial arts perspective is not necessarily about learning complex jujitsu
takedowns or karate striking techniques. It is instead training the body to assume an immediate
position of maximum safety and reactive capability.

What Are Some Bad Touch Reflex Options?
Have you ever seen the video of the surprise prank that went awry? (Check it out here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26uEZHm7prY)
In the video, a man was conducting a calm interview when someone popped out of a trash can nearby
and surprised him. Through sheer instinct the man turned around and punched the trickster in the
face. There was no physical touch here, but what happened was a perfect example of touc h reflex.
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Do you know what your body does when you are touched or approached in a manner you weren’t
expecting?
Often people have problems with polarity in reaction – by that I mean they do far too little or far too
much. In the clip above, we see a man who you might argue has good reactions, but is obviously
slanted toward immediate violence. What if an old lady rolls up behind him and startles him?
More people have a worse reaction wherein they do almost nothing. The electricity of surprise and
confusion renders them momentarily vulnerable. Their mind races for what to do and what might
happen.

What is a Good Touch Reflex Option?
I can’t prescribe the best touch reflex for you, as you need to consider your environment, body type,
and predisposition toward violence. However I would like to recommend an option that I find
particularly effective.
A good touch reflex is something that works all the time, no matter what. It would seem as
appropriate and unremarkable at a cocktail party as it would a shady bar scene.
My favorite is The Fence, developed by Goeff Thompson.
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In the picture above you see Goeff placing himself in his natural fence position. The fence, when done
right, is a completely natural and effective means of placing a controlling barrier between you and
your opponent. Both hands are raised with a natural elbow bend and are kept open and relaxed. The
level of the hands floats between the rib area and the chin area, never sinking too far above or below.
The thing that makes The Fence such an effective choice is how instinctively your body wants to do it.
When something gets tossed toward your head, your hands immediately go up. The Fence utilizes that
same concept, and when you are touched, it is easy to get your hands to quickly but u nassumingly rise
into a Fence position.
Taking it one step further, with proper training you should be able to make the subtle body shift to
immediately place yourself in a position of advantage.
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The picture above demonstrates a side view as we saw Goeff perform, but also an overhead view. This
overhead reveals an angling at the 45 degree. If you can get into the habit of shifting your hips and
moving your body in this fashion, you immediately seize control of centerline between you and your
opponent. As such, you will be in a position of advantage and, once the surprise of the moment passes
through your body, you’ll be able to continue that advantage toward whatever conclusion is necessary.

Training For Touch Reflex
Training for touch reflex can be simple and fun. Instead of sparring with pads, wear normal uniforms
or street clothes. The first drill you can try starts with you facing a single opponent. Begin face to face
and within arms distance.
At an unstructured pace, have your partner reach out or punch out with either hand. Your goal is to
practice slipping the technique by putting your fence up and positioning your body slightly off angle.
There is no need to do aggressive blocks are sweeping arc motions. The body shift plus the raising of
the hands should be plenty to put you in an advantageous position and break oncoming grabs.
The second drill requires a few more people. Have one person (“uke”) walk casually around the dojo
floor. Have the other students mill about around him. At random have the students reach out and try
to grab uke. Uke’s job is to react accordingly with his/her Fence.
If you want to spice things up…after everyone has gotten used to the drill, have the students randomly
decide if they want to greet uke as a friend, or instead attack them without warning. The Fence should
provide a calm outlet for the friends, and a mode of defense for the aggressors. Should you want the
drill to continue even further, allow uke to utilize counterattacks and finish the confrontation.
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Our Chance to Return to Old
Okinawa
Sensei Bill Hayes, 7th Dan Shobayashi Shorin Ryu, spent many years on the island of Okinawa. While
no one could say he was lucky to have participated in the Vietnam War (two tours of duty), he
certainly did find a silver lining in the form of Eizo Shimabukuro.
Hayes Sensei studied under Shimabukuro Sensei for many years and was privy to some of the old
methods of training. When I say old methods, I’m not referring to board breaking, pain enducing Hojo
Undo. Certainly Hayes Sensei did partake in rigorous training, but instead what I’m referring to is the
organic social network of the old masters.

What Did Hayes Sensei See?
I’ve spent many moments envying Hayes Sensei’s training on Okinawa and all of the amazing things
he experienced. But then I remember the hard times he endured and realize that I would not have had
the fortitude he possessed in order to survive. Now I feel lucky to hear the stories he tells, and make it
my goal to glean the true lessons out of them as best I can.
One such story is how he would come to and from training. There were set times for classes, but in
general things were much less structured and students trained when they could. Students who became
regulars at the dojo were as much visitors as stude nts and Hayes Sensei would spend a lot of time
talking to Mrs. Shimabukuro and eating at their household.
From time to time, as Hayes Sensei would either arrive for training or hang around afterward, he
would notice other very senior instructors paying visits to Shimabukuro Sensei. Sometimes he would
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even be invited to sit in on their conversations and listen to them as they shared ideas and stories
about their training.
The seniors visiting were not of the same lineage as Shimabukuro Sensei. In fact they were very
diverse, some of whom included Shigeru Nakamura of Okinawa Kenpo and Kanei Uechi of Uechi
Ryu.
Despite these differences in background, each eagerly learned from the other and showed the utmost
respect for each other’s abilities. They genuinely enjoyed the company and valued any discrepancies in
opinion that were encountered.
As time went on karate grew and became an item of international interest. Larger and larger
organizations were needed to handle the increase in students, and in order for each style to become a
profitable commodity, they needed to have cold cut differences and ‘special features’ that no other style
could offer. Sectionalization was key to commercial value.
As commercialization of karate grew through the 70s,80s, and 90s, people couldn’t really tell when
they were getting hoodwinked. It was impossible for them to easily check the credentials of their
instructor or compare it against the methods of other teachers. By the time multiple styles got to every
town in America, there were enough superficial differences to ensure that people were indeed buying
a ‘unique’ product, and as their teacher so confidently claimed, also the ‘best’.

That Was Then, New Media is Now
Times are changing. Nowadays there is a gargantuan shift in global economics and society at large,
and it’s called web 2.0 (or social media). People can connect with each other in a myriad of
instantaneous ways, and it is getting harder and harder to operate a business that isn’t transparent. In
fact, there are websites dedicated strictly to debunking fraudulent martial artists.
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When social media and web 2.0 first hit, it actually made the martial arts divisions a little worse. The
reason why is because a lot of people with strong opinions about why their style was the best got
together and yelled at each other.
But now platforms like Facebook and blogs are giving people of all technical skill levels a voice. It’s not
just rowdy, tech-savvy young people anymore – it’s everybody, including the well-tempered and
experienced individuals who have a lot of really smart things to say.

Our Chance to Take it Back
The connectivity of modern communication is our chance to take ourselves back to the old model, only
on a much larger scale. If we so choose, we can create platforms where we engage in written, audio,
and visual sharing of techniques, ideas, theories, and stories.
We have the option to make things ugly and continue to perpetuate the superficial differences in style
that have plagued us, but we can also put that aside and enjoy each other’s company.
We can also use these platforms to respectfully, politely, but also firmly weed out individuals who are
faking to be what they are not. In a large community of hard working martial artists, fraudulent claims
and overactive egos make for a very short welcome.
Another thing we have to be careful of is how many labels we continue to slap on ourselves. In order
to learn from others, we cannot continue to walk around as if we are masters of all that we survey. If a
practitioner has collected multiple black belts, certifications, awards, and honors then their mindset is
full of sectioned off corridors about what they think they already know. They simply cannot have the
beginner’s mindset and humility essential to maximum growth.
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As technology continues to connect us, we need to make the choice of how we use it. It will be my lofty
goal to take us back to a time where martial arts were a constant source of joy, growth, and communal
learning. I hope you’ll join me.
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Enhancing Your 3rd Dimension
Martial arts can be very amorphous. You could ask 10 different martial artists the same question about
technique or fighting theory and get 10 very different answers. As you journey, learn, and explore, it
can be overwhelming wrapping your mind around everything in a way that makes sense.
That’s why, every now and then, it’s good to simplify things. To put them down onto paper in a way
that isn’t exactly comprehensive, but still helps us make sense out of what we’re doing.
In this article, I’d like to boil down the two main dimensions that martial artists use to enhance their
skill level, and then talk about how you can improve the oft neglected third dimension.

What Are the First Two Dimensions?
The first two dimensions make up the core of what every martial artist does, and they are as follows:
X Dimension: This is the dimension of technique and style. When you walk into a school you are
taught how to kick, punch, grapple, etc. In order to learn these things you are taught a variety of
physical methods that are used to ingrain your body with good technique. Some of these methods
include kata, sparring, randori, self defense drills, and bag work.
Y Dimension: This dimension encompasses physical fitness. Included here are some basic elements
that make using technique possible. Examples include physical speed, physical strength, and
flexibility. Also included are matters such as cardiovascular fitness and endurance, as well as grip
strength, body hardness/conditioning, tendon strength, and breathing capabilities.
When charted out, it looks something like this:
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As you might imagine, practitioners who only possess adequate quantity and quality of one dimension
or the other can be very lacking. Think about extremely physically fit people who haven’t had a day of
training in their life. They would only be able to move horizontally on the axis above.
Conversely, a martial artist who possesses the knowledge of technique but is blubbery, out of shape,
and fraught with injuries could only really move vertically. He would be limited as well.
A practitioner who possesses solid skills in both axes would be able to move all over the grid, and
would be at a distinct advantage against someone who could not.
Of course, there are plenty of people who are both physically capable and knowledgeable about the
martial arts. What sets one apart from the other?
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The Third Dimension
In general, one martial artist is either better at technique than another or is simply faster and stronger.
These factors can set one apart from the other. However, every now and then you encounter someone
who appears to be operating on a whole different level. They knock off practitioners who appear
formidable with ease and grace. What do these sleek martial artists possess? A strong command of the
third dimension.
Z Dimension: This dimension is full of qualities that seem more intangible than the last two. It’s not
punches or kicks that reside here, but distancing and timing. The ability to negotiate and predict what
an opponent will do and react accordingly. Also included here are mushin and zanshin, factors of
mindset; not to mention subtle abilities such as cue detection, OODA Loop integration, and
naturalness. When placed on the graph, it appears like this:
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A martial artist who trains inside the third dimension can not only move the same as a practitioner
proficient in X and Y, but also in, around, and through them in ways they cannot quite compete with.

More About Z Qualities
Distancing and timing are the two most apparent Z qualities. Even brand new students can appreciate
the ability to stay away from an opponent or speed up strikes to overwhelm them. However, things go
much deeper once you gain experience.
The ability to achieve subtle distance is exceptionally powerful because it allows your opponent to
believe they are going to hit you, and when they miss by a hair’s breadth, it will be too late for them to
stop the counterattack. And since you haven’t moved your body very far away from theirs, there is no
need for a big leap in; just a subtle shift and strike.
Timing is initially a matter of knowing when to strike. With practice, it can be infinitely honed and
refined. This plays in tightly with the ability to detect cues in your opponent (slight shifts in their body
or emotional state that signals the start of aggression). If you can detect these things quickly enough
you can preempt them, avoid them, or provide the appropriate respond to achieve success.
Unfortunately too much thinking about distancing and timing actually makes your fighting worse.
These matters have to become second nature so that you can achieve mushin – no mind. This doesn’t
mean that a thought never enters your brain during combat, but more that you do not allow thoughts
to distract you. Your body must react instinctually, and to do that you can’t be rigid.
When learning traditional martial arts, things can seem very stiff. This rigidity is used to teach good
stances and body mechanics and to increase both your X and Y axes (technique and fitness). But to
utilize Z axis capabilities you have to return to naturalness and only use techniques as moments in
time, rather than as a stepwise process from one to the next.
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To take your art from a beginner’s stiffness to naturalness, you must explore bunkai (technique
application) and TiChiKi (what the hand is doing). Through thorough analysis of kata or other
sequential practice, you will learn how your body can use technique. You can then put it into a live
situation. In order to optimize that usage, you must study TiChiKi, which explores the stancing,
angling, timing, height, and distance of every technique in relation to the opponent.

A Final Thought
As you might have guessed, I’ve only just glossed over the Z dimension. There is a lot more that must
be said about each quality, and plenty more qualities that fit into each axis. This article is designed to
be a launching point to give you the visual of moving in three dimensions where other practitioners
may only be able to move in one or two.
There is some good news though – you can begin to slowly integrate Z dimension qualities into your
normal training. Kata, bag training, randori, sparring, self defense, etc can all contain deeper elements
of what you are doing – you just have to be aware of it and optimize your training!
Through diligent study you can become someone who floats with skill and precision and baffles
opponents who have yet to understand how to enhance their art.
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His Bad Day Could Be Your Last
Day
Imagine for a moment someone who has been training in the martial arts for…50 years. That
individual is going about his/her day and decides to stop in at the bank. Unfortunately, a moment
later, a thief rolls and decides to shoot our martial artist in the back to make a point that he is serious
and wants cash right away.
That’s 50 years of training. Shot in the back. Done.
It’s these kinds of scenarios that leave a lot of individuals wondering why martial arts are still
practiced. After all, it’s not terribly difficult to get licensing for a concealed weapon, and even easier for
criminals to snag an illegal gun off of the black market.
Knives can be just as dangerous. A knife wielding assailant can very easily and very casually slip up to
someone and end their life without a moment’s notice.
Essentially, anyone who is having a particularly bad day can also make it my (and your) last day. Why
bother training?
The answer is twofold.

Increasing Your Odds
We’ve established that anybody can get shot on a bad day – but that doesn’t mean we are all doomed
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to death from afar. Indeed many more situations occur on a day-to-day basis that are far more
preventable.
Many self defense situations involve either hand-to-hand scuffling or make shift weapons that people
pick up on the spot and don’t really know how to use. For these scenarios good martial arts training is
invaluable.
In addition, if you train in a style that keeps reality in mind and is not terribly bogged down in sport,
you have a chance at increasing what is called ‘situational awareness’. Situational awareness is a
development of the senses that tell you when danger is either developing or present. These senses,
combined with the ever-popular ‘common sense’, will keep you out of dangerous areas and bad
situations. They will also guide you away from potential trouble.
Good training can also improve your de-escalation abilities. By keeping a cool head and a confident
demeanor, martial artists can resolve conflict in ways that normal people might not be able to.
Finally, many years of training can give people an innate ability to sense the intentions of people
around them. It’s by no means magic or mystical Chi, but more a learned mental state acquired by
focus on reading cues, sparring, and interacting with other people.
Yes it’s true, you can always get shot no matter what, but martial arts can really help you hedge your
bets toward survival.

Training in “Do”, the Way
In my mind, “do” (pronounced doh) is even more important than the physical benefits I previously
described. And since those benefits could save your life, you can understand how highly I value “do”.
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As martial arts have developed over the ages they’ve integrated certain philosophies, ultimately
adapting the term “do” into a lot of their names. “Do” means “the way”, and signifies the ethical and
spirit strengthening aspects of classical training.
Okinawan Te became Karatedo. Jujitsu experienced a branching off into Aikido and Judo. The arts of
Korea became Tae Kwon Do. The Samurai developed Bushido. And so on.
Exponents of these arts realized that arming warriors with deadly skills without guidance was
irresponsible. Furthermore, as time passed and certain wartime skills became less relevant, there
needed to be more than just raw technique.
When studying a “do” art, practitioners have the added benefit of creating a strong mind and a strong
spirit. Good training enhances the willpower and fortitude of those involved. Furthermore, it can
instill in people a sense of community responsibility (“Samurai” literally meant “to serve”) and an
obligation to do what is right.
Of course, not every martial artist walking around out there is ethical, moral, or even a good person.
But the potential for those things most certainly lurks inside of traditional training, waiting to be let
out by people who care to investigate deeply enough.

The Counter Culture of Sport and Violence
Sport and intense violence are becoming bigger and bigger factors in modern martial arts, and with it
is an equally intense counter culture against that. A lot of sport martial artists can’t understand the
‘stodgy’ mindset of old time practitioners that want to do a lot of bowing, and ritual, and history, and
blah blah blah.
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The resistance against sport is coming from the realization that the focus of traditional training is being
taken off what could be the most important part of it – the “do”.
People who just train to sweat, or get in shape, or learn self defense, are learning an art tha t is more
hollow than it should be. They aren’t getting the meat that makes it worthwhile in the face of
unpredictable danger and a death that could arrive at any moment.
It’s an individual choice for every martial artist to make – they might not want any of the “do” stuff,
and that’s fine. The unfortunate thing is when people don’t realize until it’s too late what they are
missing.

Coming Face to Face With It
One of the hardest lessons of classical training is facing your mortality and coming to terms w ith it. It
is believed that if you can accomplish that, you can enrich your life to a higher level.
There is no switch that you can flip in your brain that will suddenly make you ok with dying, but
traditional training can help you walk along that path.
The martial artist who was training for 50 years may have gotten shot, but hopefully he lived his life
richly and had a strong spirit until the end.
That’s something we can all strive for.
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